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8.0 Introduction 
Before attempting to formulate the functional modelling of variables, it is rather 

necessary prelude to understand the mechanism through which increase of production 

and income generation takes place in the household industrial sector. The production 

mechanism expresses a technological relationship between input and output. Walters 

(1965) describes that maximum output that can be obtained, with an existing state of 

technological knowledge, from given quantities of inputs. According to Samuelson 

(1962), increase of production depends on a number of factors interrelated with each 

other. An increase of production or rise in productivity results in conservation of the 

scarce resources per unit of output (Hall, 1973). That is to say, to produce the same 

amount of output a smaller amount of scarce resources are required· (Gurak, 1999). 

According to Tatom, as referred by Ali (1981 ), labour cost constitutes an important 

share of the total cost of production and increased labour productivity may lead to 

lower unit costs per output. Thus in turn, provides incentives for units to increase 

production and leads to either one or both resulting to lower prices of articles and 

higher earnings of workers (Kendrick, 1956). 

Increase of production and income generation imply an involved process 

accounted for the actions and reactions of numerous social and economic factors or 

operators. Some of these operators directly determine the above mentioned process 

while some others operate indirectly. These factors are again closely inter-connected 

with one another and a change in one is reciprocated by the others. The system 

comprises of several interdependent sub systems each involving several variables or 

operators (Sao, 1988). 

Attempt has been made in this chapter to estimate the relevant structural 

equation and to interpret the coefficients associated with different explanatory variables 

in the broad framework of income generation mechanism in the various sectors of 

household industry (Ali, 1981 ). The structural equation explaining several policy 

variables are obtained from regression analysis using method least squares (Sao, 1992). 
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8.1 Regression Analysis of Food-processing 
The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Food-processing are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YFp1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YFp2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YFp3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YFp4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YFp5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YFp6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YFp7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XFp1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 8 (taking as 

standard shift hour) 

XFp2 Size of units in terms of employment 

XFp3 Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

XFp4 Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

XFp5 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XFp6 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XFp7 Age of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

XFps Experience level ofthe workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

XFp9 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XFpw Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XFP11 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XFp12 Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

XFp13 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XFp14 Value oftotal capital per unit in Rs. 

XFp1s Total production per unit in Rs. 

XFp16 Value added per unit in Rs. 

XFp17 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XFp1s Value of working capital in Rs. 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 
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regression analysis for Food-processing. The results are shown below: 

8.1.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Food-processing (YFpi) 
Total production per unit in Food-processing (YFp1) has been regressed on size 

of the units in terms of employment (XFp2), percentage of part-time workers to total 

workers per unit (XFp4), age of the workers (XFp7 ), experience level of the workers 

(XFps), maximum distance covered for sale of finished products (XFp12), value of total 

capital per unit (XFp14) and value added per unit (XFp16). YFp1 has also been regressed 

with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YFp1 = 575.221 **+672.502**XFp2-11.335**XFp4-68.381 **XFpr157.364**XFps 
(178.395) (85.077) (1.264) (19.157) (41.364) 
-48.1 02**XFPI2+0.971 **XFp14+ l.006**XFp16 

(8.922) (0.026) (0.013) 

R2
= 0.999** 

As the reported R2 is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the explanatory 

variables, i.e. XFp2, XFp4, XFp1, XFps, XFp12, XFp14 and XFp16 in explaining YFp1 to 

a great extent. 

The marginal contribution ofXFp2, XFp4, XFp7, XFps, XFp12, XFp14 and XFp16 

on YFp1 keeping other variables fixed are 672.502**, -11.335**, -68.381**, 

-157.364**, -48.102**, 0.971 ** and 1.006** respectively. The reported R2 which is 

very high reveals that 99.9 per cent of the variability of YFp1 is accounted for by the 

model. The variables XFp2, XFp14 and XFp16 have positive influence on YFp1, which 

are in conformity with the hypothesis. Among these three variables impact of XFp2 is 

found to be very high. The other remaining variables like XFp4, XFp7, XFps and XFp12 

influence the dependent variable negatively. The negative contribution of XFp4 may be 

due to the faCt that part-time workers are usually un-skilled and help only some minor 

works related to processing of raw materials. The negative contribution of XFp7 and 

XFp8 is surprising because aged and experienced workers usually skilled and always 

ensures higher production. 

8.1.2. Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Food-processing (YFpz) 
Value added per unit in Food-processing (YFp2) has been regressed on standard 
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mandays (XFp1), size of the units in terms of employment (XFp2), duration of daily 

operation of main workers per unit (XFp3), percentage of income outside household 

industry (XFp10), value of total capital per unit (XFPII), total production per unit 

(XFp15) and value of fixed per unit (XFp17). YFp2 has also been regressed with other 

variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YFp2 = 5961.216**+31.710**XFpi+575.547**XFp2+209.205**XFp3 
(1976.701) (5.730) (162.357) (34.229) 
-50.244**XFpiO -106.829**XFPII+0.573**XFpis-13.996*XFpi7 

(11.551) (26.284) (0.035) (6.270) 

R2
= 0.998** 

The value of R2 being sufficiently high, upholds that the explanatory variables 

conclusively explain the dependent variable in conformity with the maintained 

hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of XFp~, XFp2, XFp3, XFp10, XFPII, XFp1s and 

XFp17 on YFp2 keeping other variables fixed are 31.710**, 575.547**, 209.205**, 

-50.244**, -106.829**, 0.573** and -13.996* respectively. The explained variation by 

the above regression is 99.8 per cent of the total variation of YFp2. R2 being very high 

depicts that the variables have provided a good fit for the dependent variable. The 

variables XFp1, XFp2, XFp3 and XFp15 have positive influence on YFp2, which are in 

conformity with the hypothesis, while variables XFp10, XFpu and XFp17 influence the 

dependent variable negatively. The negative influence of XFp10 is obvious because 

working in other sectors subsequently reduce income of household industrial sector. 

But it is amazing to found that value added (YFp2) is influenced adversely by total 

capital (XFp11) as well fixed capital (XFp17). Higher fixed capital facilitates a unit to 

produce more in a given time with minimum increase in labour force. But, higher fixed 

capital does not mean demand of the product and thus does not guarantee resultant 

increase in value added. Besides, the capital requirement of this industry is very low. 

Owner workers are engaged in different occupations and have nothing to do with 

higher fixed capital. 

8.1.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in Food
processing (YFp3) 
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Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Food-processing (YFp3) 

has been regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (XFp2), percentage of 

part-time workers to total workers per unit (XFp4), percentage of skilled workers to 

total workers per unit (XFp5), age of the workers (XFp7) and percentage of finished 

products sold to customers (XFp9). YFp3 has also been regressed with other variables, 

but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YFp3 = 7.712**+4.165**XFp2-0.068**XFp4-0.021 **XFp5+0.312**XFp7 
(1.492) (0.344) (0.007) (0.008) (0.111) 
-0.028*XFpg 

(0.013) 

R2= 0.802** 

As the reported R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the variation in duration of daily 

operation of the main workers per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XFp2, XFp4, XFps, XFp7 and XFpg on YFp3 

keeping other variables fixed are 4.165**, -0.068**, -0.021**, 0.312* and -0.028* 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 80.2 per cent of the 

total variation of YFp3. The magnitude of impact of all the variables is found to be low. 

The variables XFp2 and XFp7 has positive impact on YFp3 which are in conformity 

with the hypothesis, while XFp4, XFp5 and XFpg impact negatively on the dependent 

variable and contradict with the hypothesis. Regarding the negative impact of XFp4 and 

XFp5 it could be said that if part-time workers' contribution is high in a unit they can 

shoulder partly skilled jobs and as skilled workers can produce high quality goods in 

less time, so the hours of daily operation of the main workers get significantly reduced. 

8.1.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Food-processing (YFp4) 
Value of fixed capital per unit in Food-processing (YFp4) has been regressed 

on percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XFp6), percentage of 

finished products sold to middleman (XFp10), maximum distance covered for sale of 

finished products (XFp12) and total production per unit (XFpis). YFp4 was also 

regressed on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is -

YFp4 = 302.762**-1.518*XFp6-0.244*XFpw+l.571 **XFp12+0.014**XFp15 
(7.691) (0.774) (0.106) (0.387) (0.009) 

The value of R2 being sufficiently high indicates the explanatory efficiency of 

the right hand side variables. 

The marginal contribution of XFp6, XFp 10, XFp12 and XFp15 on YFp4 keeping 

other variables fixed are -1.518*, 0.244*, 1.571 ** and 0.014** respectively. The 

explained variation by above regression is 98.3 per cent of the total variation on YFp4. 

The variables XFp12 and XFp1s influenced favourably on the dependent variable YFp4, 

whereas, XFp6 and XFpw have adverse impact on the said dependent variable. The 

reason for negative impact of XFp6 is that partly skilled workers can ensure better 

production even with obsolete implements which are usually low cost. XFp10 has 

negative impact because middlemen usually purchase products at lower price. 

8.1.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Food-processing (YFps) 
Value of working capital per unit in Food-processing (YFp5) has been regressed 

on size ofthe units in terms of employment (XFpz), percentage ofpart-time workers to 

total workers per unit (XFp4), age of the workers (XFp7), experience level of the 

workers (XFp8), maximum distance covered for sale of finished products (XFp12), total 

production per unit (XFp15) and value added per unit (XFPI6). YFps was also regressed 

on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YFp5 = -764.399**-658.941 **XFpz+ 10.476**XFp4+65.906**XFp7 
(184.048). (87.575) (1.401) (19.411) 
+ 167. 726* *XFps+52.446**XFp12+0.984**XFpis-0.972**XFpi6 

(40.586) (8.390) (0.027) (0.040) 

R2
= 0.999** 

The value of R2 which is very high indicates that the explanatory variables are 

capable of explaining the variation in the value of working capital per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution ofXFpz, XFp4, XFp7, XFps, XFp12, XFp1s and XFp16 

on YFp5, keeping other variables fixed are -658.941 **, 10.476**, 65.906**, 
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167.726**, 52.446**, 0.984** and -0.972** respectively. The explained variation by 

above regression is 99.9 per cent of the total variation on YFp4. Variable XFp4, XFp7, 

XFps, XFp12 and XFp1s have positive impact on the dependent variable, which are in 

harmony with the maintained hypothesis. The experience level of the workers (XFp8) is 

related with age and age of the workers (XFp7) influences the dependent variable 

favourably. This is because of the fact that it is custom of the artisan workers to initiate 

new generation to pick up the skill of operation informally from quite an early age so 

that with increasing age the workers become more experienced and better skilled. The 

maximum distance covered for sale of finished products (XFp12) influences working 

capital positively, mainly because of larger sale directly to customers in hats with 

comparatively higher price. XFpz and XFp16 have negative impact and contradict with 

the maintained hypothesis. The very high negative impact of XFp2 might be due to the 

fact that XFpz and XFp4 are highly related and most of the part-time ·workers, who help 

in simpler production process, are un-skilled. The negative impact ofXFp16 on working 

capital appears surprising. The reason for such phenomenon could be the non

materialistic attitude of many owner workers who often spend the mobilised capital on 

activities other than industrial one. 

8.1.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Food-processing (YFp6) 

Net Income per household in Food-processing (YFp6) has been regressed on 

size of the units in terms of employment (XFpz), maximum distance covered for sale of 

finished products (XFp12), percentage of income outside household industry (XFp13) 

and value of total capital per unit (XFp14) and value of fixed capital per unit (XFp17). 

YFp6 was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of these 

variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YFp6 = -38529.205**+1174.695*XFp2-315.404uXFp1z+607.998**XFp13 
(6260.604) (529.869) (80.717) (50.717) 

+ 1.022**XFp14+ 1 01.195**XFpi7 
. (0.236) (21.371) 

R2 = 0.984** 

As the value of R2 is significantly high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of depicting the variations in net income per household. 
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The marginal contribution of XFp2, XFp12, XFp13, XFp14 and XFp17 on YFp6, 

keeping other variables fixed are 1174.695*, -315.404**, 607.998**, 1.022** and 

101.195** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 98.4 per cent of 

the total variation on YFP6· All the variables except XFp12, has influenced the 

dependent variable favourably and establish the hypothesis. The very high positive 

impact of XFp2 indicates that size of the unit has a greater influence in the net income 

of household. A large. number of owner workers are engaged in works other than 

household industry, which may be the reason of adverse impact of XFp12 on the 

dependent variable. 

8.1.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Food-processing (YFp7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in Food-processing (YFp7) has been 

regressed on standard mandays (XFp1), maximum distance covered for sale of finished 

products (XFPII), total production per unit (XFp1s) and value of working capital per 

unit (XFp1s).YFp7 was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of 

these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YFp7 = 63.923**-0.331 **XFpJ-0.370*XFpll+0.022**XFpis+0.324*XFpis 
(2.429) (0.019) (0.186) (0.01 0) (0.033) 

R2
= 0.840** 

The value of R2 being very high, speaks of the efficiency of the right hand side 

variables in explaining variations in capacity utilisation of all workers. 

The marginal contribution of XFp1. XFp1 1, XFp1s and XFp1s on YFp7, keeping 

other variables fixed are -0.331 **, -0.370*, 0.022** and 0.324* respectively. The 

explained variation by above regression is 84.0 per cent of the total variation on YFp7. 

Variable XFp15 and XFp1s have positive impact on the dependent variable, while XFp1 

and XFp 11 have negative impact on the said variable. XFp1 is negatively related with 

total production (XFp15) since the number of mandays involved is very low. Raw 

materials for Food-processing industry is available in the adjacent areas and covering a 

higher distance for purchasing the same means a reduction of capacity utilisation of the 

workers. This is the reason for negative influence ofXFp11. 
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8.1.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Food-processing (YFp) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YFp1 (total production per unit), YFp2 

(value added per unit), YFp3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YFp4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YFps (value of working capital per tinit), YFp6 

(net income per household) and YFp7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Food.:.processing are as follows: 

(i) YFp1 = 575.221 **+672.502**XFp2-11.335**XFp4-68.381 **XFpr157.364**XFp8 

(178.395) (85.077) (1.264) (19.157) (41.364) 
-48.102**XFPI2+0.971 **XFp14+ l.006**XFp16 

(8.922) (0.026) (0.013) 

R2
= 0.999** 

(ii) YFp2 = 5961.216**+31.710**XFp1+575.547**XFp2+209.205**XFp3 
(1976.701) (5.730) (162.357) (34.229) 

-50.244**XFp10 -106.829**XFP11+0.573**XFpw13.996*XFp17 
(11.551) (26.284) (0.035) (6.270) 

(iii) YFp3 = 7.712**+4.165**XFp2-0.068**XFp4-0.021 **XFps+0.312**XFp7 
(1.492) (0.344) (0.007) (0.008) (0.111) 
-0.028*XFp9 

(0.013) 

R2= 0.802** 

(iv) YFp4 = 302.762**-1.518*XFp6-0.244*XFp10+ 1.571 **XFp12+0.014**XFPis 
(7.691) (0.774) (0.106) (0.387) (0.009) 

R2
= 0.983** 

(v) YFp5 = -764.399**-658.941 **XFp2+ 10.476**XFp4+65.906**XFp7 
(184.048) (87.575) (1.401) (19.411) 

+ 167. 726* *XFps+52.446* *XFP12+0.984 * *XFpls-0.972* *XFp16 
(40.586) (8.390) (0.027) (0.040) 

(vi) YFp6 = -38529.205**+1174.695*XFp2-315.404**XFp12+607.998**XFpl3 
(6260.604) (529.869) (80.717) (50.717) 

+ 1.022**XFp14+ 101.195**XFp!7 
(0.236) (21.371) 

R2= 0.984** 
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(vii) YFp7 = 63.923**-0.331 **XFp1-0.370*XFpu+0.022**XFpis+0.324*XFpis 
(2.429) (0.019) (0.186) (0.010) (0.033) 

R2= 0.840** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and ** and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.1.9 Optimum Functional Model of Food-processing (YFp) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YFp1), value added per 

unit (YFp2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YFp3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YFp4), value of working capital per unit (YFp5), net income per 

household (YFp6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YFp7) in Food

processing are as follows: 

(vii)YFp7 =f (XFp1, XFpu, XFp1s, XFp1s) 

8.1.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Food-processing 
Tables 8.l.a, 8.l.b, 8.l.c, 8.l.d, 8.l.e, 8.l.f and 8.l.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Food

processing. 
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Table 8.1.a 

YFp1 XFpz XFp4 XFp1 XFps XFptz XFp14 XFp16 

YFp1 1 

XFpz .761 ** 1 

XFp4 .097 .408** 1 

XFp7 .609** .715** .316* 1 

XFps .665** .897** .537** .773** 1 

XFpl2 .073 .275* .328** .201 .342** 1 

XFp14 .994** .771 ** .105 .618** .686** .134 1 

XFPt6 .998** 757** .119 .614** .666** .061 .987** 1 

Table 8.1.b 

YFpz XFp1 XFpz XFp3 XFp13 J\FPt4 XFpts XFp11 

YFpz 1 

XFp1 .964** 1 

XFpz .757** .743** 1 

XFp3 .556** .635** .624** 1 

XFp13 -.361 ** -.357 -.084 -.204 1 

XFp14 .987** .949** .771 ** .561 ** -.300* 1 

XFpts .998** .964** .761 ** .570** -.346** .994** 1 

XFp17 .984** .945** .750** .545** -.298* .988** .988** 1 

Table 8.1.c 

YFp3 XFpz XFp4 XFps XFp1 XFp9 

YFp3 1 

XFpz .624** 1 

XFp4 -.295* .408** 1 

XFps -.096 -.331 ** -.071 1 

XFp7 .317* .715** .316** -.221 11 

XFp9 -.359** -.147 .125 -.113 -.163 I 
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Table 8.1.d 

YFp4 XFp6 XFp10 XFp12 XFp1s 

YFp4 1 

XFp6 .730** 1 

XFp10 -.066 .106 1 

XFpl2 .328** .480** .228 1 

XFp1s .097 .117 .179 .173 1 

Table 8.1.e 

YFps XFp2 XFp4 XFp7 XFps XFp12 XFp1s XFp16 

YFps 1 

XFp2 .771 ** 1 

XFp4 .105 .408** 1 

XFp7 .619** .715** .316* 1 

XFps .686** .897** .537** .773** 1 

XFp12 .134 .275* .328** .201 .342** 1 

XFp1s -.422** .771 ** .105 .618** .686** .134 1 

XFp16 -.410** 757** .119 .614** .666** .061 .998** 1 

Table 8.1.f 

YFp6 XFp2 XFp12 XFp13 XFp14 XFp17 

YFp6 1 

XFp2 .785** 1 

XFp12 .166 .275* 1 

XFpl3 -.100 -.184 .398** 1 

XFp14 .966** .771 ** .134 -.300* 1 

XFp17 .965** .750** .128 -.298* .988** 1 
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Table 8.1.g 

YFp7 XFp1 XFPII 

YFp7 1 

XFp1 -.202 1 

XFPII -.187 .151 1 

XFp1s .138 .964** .158 

XFPI8 .141 .949** .121 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 

8.2 Regression Analysis of Handloom 

XFp1s XFPI8 

1 

.993** 1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Handloom are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YHm1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YHm2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YHm3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YIInLt Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YHm5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YHm6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YHm7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XHm1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

XHm2 Size of unit in terms of employment 

XHm3 Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

XH1114 Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

XHm5 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XHm6 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XHm7 Percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total 

workers per unit 
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XHms Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

XHmg Experience level ofthe workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

XHm10 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

XHm II Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XHmi2 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XHmn Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XHmi4 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XHmi5 Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

XHmi6 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XHm17 Value oftotal capital per unit in Rs. 

XHmis Total production per unit in Rs. 

XHmi9 Value added per unit in Rs. 

XHmzo Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XHmzi Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

XHmzz Net income per household in Rs. 

XHmz3 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Handloom. The results are shown below: 

8.2.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Handloom (YHmt) 
Total production per unit in Handloom (YHmi) has been regressed on size of 

the units in terms of employment (XHmz), percentage of part-time workers to total 

workers per unit (XHm4), percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

(XHm5), percentage of finished products sold to retailers (XHmiz), percentage of 

finished products sold to middlemen (XHmn), maximum distance covered for purchase 

of raw materials (XHmi4), maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

(XHmi5) and value of fixed capital per unit (XHm2o).YHmi has also been regressed 

with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YHm1 = 3733.853**+675.515**XHm2-6.090*XHIT4+8.916*XHm5-51.705**XHm12 
(976.298) (188.691) (2.907) (4.200) (10.669) 
-43.253**XHml3+ 13.049*XHml4+29.961 **XHm15-0.573**XHm20 

(11.162) (4.891) (9.024) (0.141) 

R2 
= 0.998** 

The reported R2 being very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of depicting the variations of total production per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XHm2, XH114, XHm5, XHm12, XHm13, XHm14, 

XHm1s and XHm2o keeping other variables fixed are 675.515**, -6.090*, 8.916*, 

-51.705**, -43.253**, 13.049*, 29.961 ** and -0.573** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 99.8 per cent of the total variation of YHm1. R
2 

being very high depicts that the variables have provided a good fit for the dependent 

variable. The variables XHm2, XHm5, XHm14 and XHm1s have favourable impact on 

YHm~, which are in conformity with the hypothesis, while variables XH114, XHm12, 

XHm13 and XHm2o have adverse impact on the dependent variable and contradict with 

the hypothesis. The negative impact of XH114 may be because of the fact that part-time 

workers are usually un-skilled and they help only in minor production process. The 

reason for adverse impact ofXHm12 arid XHm13 is that the retailers and middlemen pay 

less price and squeeze the profit. The negative contribution of fixed capital (XHm2o) 

on production could be explained on the ground that artisan workers are engaged in 

multi-occupations (only 38.47 per cent income comes from industrial·activities) have 

higher fixed capital which has nothing to do with increasing production. 

8.2.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Handloom (YHm2) 
Value added per unit in Handloom industry (YHm2) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (XHmi), percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

(XHm5), percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per 

unit (XHm7), educational level of the workers (XHm10), percentage of finished 

products sold to customers (XHm11), percentage of income outside household industry 

(XHm16), total production per unit (XHm1s) and value of working capital per unit 

(XHm21). YHm2 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact 

was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YHm2 = -4649.822**-41.405**XHmi-23.916*XHms+29.937**XHm7 
(1613.702) (8.433) (7.683) (8.116) 
+305.311 **XHmw-28.290*XHmu+26.728*XHm16+1.315**XHm1s 

(125.174) (16.881) (13.881) (0.091) 
+0.820*XHmzJ 

(0.341) 
R2

= 0.996** 

As ~he reported R2 is significantly high, in can be concluded that explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variations of value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XHm1, XHms, XHm7, XHmw, XHm11, XHm16, 

XHm1s and XHm21 keeping other variables fixed are -41.405**, -23.916*, 29.937*, 

305.311 *, -28.290*, 26.728*, 1.315** and 0.820* respectively. Since the value ofR2 is 

very high the regression equation appears to be very useful in making predictions. The 

explanatory variables XHm7, XHmw, XHm16, XHm1s and XHm21 have positive impact 

on YHm2, while XHm1, XHm5 and XHm11 have negative impact on the said dependent 

variable. The reason for adverse impact of XHm1 is less number of mandays. This is 

justified by the fact that average value added per manday in Handloom is only Rs. 

93.11 (Table 6.31 ). The negative impact of XHms may be attributed the fact that more 

than 50 per cent workers of Handloom industry are part-time workers (Table 6.3) who 

are ·un-skilled and involved in processing of raw materials or minor production process. 

The negative impact ofXHm11 is quite surprising because customers always pay higher 

price for the products than what retailers and middleman pay for the same products. 

Such contradictory phenomenon may be due the fact that hats, where products are 

generally sold are far quite far away from the place of production. 

8.2.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in 
Handloom (YHm3) 
Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Handloom (YHm3) has 

been regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (XHmz), percentage of part

time workers to total workers per unit (XHII14), age of the workers (XHms), experience 

level of the workers (XHm9) and value of total capital per unit (XHm17). YHm3 has also 

been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these 

variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YHm3 = 413.090**+ 32.782**XHmz+2.128**XHl.U4+0.266**XHms+0.367**XHm9 
(95.565) (1.311) (1.103) (0.108) (0.119) 
+5.761 *XHm17 

(0.104) 
R2 = 0.992** 

As the value of the R2 is very high in the equation, it can be said that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining the dependent variable in conformity 

with the maintained hypothesis. 

The marginal contribution of XHmz, XHJ.ll4, XHms, XHm9 and XHm17 keeping 

other variables fixed are 32.782**, 2.128**, 0.266**, 0.367** and 5.761 *respectively. 

The explained variation by the above regression is 99.2 per cent of the total variation of 

YHm3. All the explanatory variables have favourable impact on YHm2, which are in 

conformity with the hypothesis. The variable XHm2 has greater influence than the other 

variables. 

8.2.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Handloom (YHm4) 
Value of fixed capital per unit in Handloom industry (YHl.U4) has been 

regressed on duration of daily operation of main workers (XHm3), percentage of skilled 

workers to total workers per unit (XHm5), percentage of partly skilled workers to total 

workers per unit (XHm6), total production per unit (XHmis), value added per unit 

(XHm19) and value of working capital per unit (XHm21). YHl.U4 has also been regressed 

with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, 

these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YHl.TI4 = -1745.505**+ 14.855**XHm3+ 10.950**XHms-9.875*XHm6 
(318.275) (2.906) (3.040) (3.942) 

+0.219**XHmis+0.102**XHmi9+6.3 11 **XHmz1 
(0.066) . (0.060) (0.842) 

R2= 0.930** 

Value of R2 is very high in this equation, which indicates that explanatory 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of XHm3, XHms, XHm6, XHm1s, XHm19 and 

XHm21 keeping other variables fixed are 14.855**, 10.950**, -9.875*, 0.219**, 

0.102** and 6.311 ** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 

93.0 per cent of the total variation of YHJ.ll4. All the explanatory variables have 
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favourably influenced the dependent variable except XHm6, which is found to have 

adverse influence on the said variable. The reason for such unfavourable influence may 

be the poor skill of the workers who are mainly involved on simpler production 

process. 

8.2.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Handloom (YHm5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Handloom (YHm5) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (XHm2), size of the units in terms of employment (XHm2), 

maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XHm14), percentage of 

income outside household industry (XHmJ6), total production per unit (XHm18), value 

of fixed capital per unit (XHm2o), net income per household (XHm22) and capacity 

utilisation of all workers per unit (XHm23). YHm5 has also been regressed with other 

variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YHms = -8746.148**+ 19.042**XHmi+259.520**XHm2+ 14.444**XHml4 
(1566.078) (3.279) (91.709) (3.981) 
+152.257**XHm16+0.722**XHmJs-0.141 **XHm22+24.442**XHm23 

(13.462) (0.052) (0.102) (11.042) 

R2 = 0.995** 

The reported R2, which is very high in the equation, reveals that the explanatory 

variables conclusively explain the dependent variable in conformity with the dependent 

variable. 

The marginal contribution of XHm1, XHm2, XHm14, XHm16, XHm1s, XHm22 

and XHm23 keeping other variables fixed are 19.042**, 259.520**, 14.444**, 

152.257**, 0.722**, -0.141 **and 24.442* respectively. The explained variation by the 

above regression is 99.8 per cent of the total variation of YHm5. The reported R2 

(0.995) being sufficiently high, depicts that 99.5 per cent of the variability of YHm5 is 

accounted for by the model. All the variables except XHm22 in the equation have 

positive impact on the dependent variable as all of them ensure more work which 

requires more working capital. However, XHm22 has negative impact because majority 

of the workers are involved in other occupations including agricultural activities. This 

is supported by the fact that 61.53 per cent of the income of the workers in Handloom 

sector comes from activities other than industrial activities (Table 6.36). 
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8.2.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Handloom (YHm6) 
Net income per household in Handloom (YHm6) has been regressed on size of 

the units in terms of employment (XHm2), percentage of part-time workers to total 

workers per unit (XH114), educational level of the workers (XHm10), maximum 

distance covered for sale of finished products (XHmr5), percentage of income outside 

household industry (XHm16), value added per unit (XHm19) and value of working 

capital per unit (XHm2r). YHm6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no 

significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YHm6= 40020.182**+8723.472**XHm2-72.112**XHIT4+2311.713**XHmiO 
(4777.476) (992.720) (16.267) (555.890) 
-84.297*XHmrs +774.320**XHmr6+2.390**XHmr9+2.691 **XHm21 

(44.259) (51.854) (0.156) (0.272) 

R2 = 0.882** 

The R2 value for this regression equation being high depicts that explanatory 

variables are capable of depicting the variations in concerned dependent variable in 

Handloom sector. 

The marginal contribution of XHm2, XH114, XHm10, XHmrs, XHmr6, XHmr9 

and XHm21 keeping other variables fixed are 8723.4 72 * *, -72.112 *, 2311.713 *, 

-84.297*, 774.320**, 2.390** and 2.691 ** respectively. The explained variation by the 

above regression is 88.2 per cent of the total variation of YHm6. The variables XHm2, 

XHmro, XHmr6, XHmr9 and XHm21 have influenced the dependent variable positively 

in conformity with hypothesis. The impact of XHm2 is found to be very high because 

this is obvious that the greater the size of the units, the higher will be the mandays 

which in turn will ensure higher income as well. The high positive influence of 

XHm10 is due to the fact that higher formal education helps the artisan workers to 

mobilise all sources of funds in a better way with resultant increase of income. The 

favourable impact of XHmr6, XHm19 and XHm21 is also obvious because increasing 

income or capital always help the artisan workers to invest more in the industry, which 

ultimately increase their net income. The distance covered for sale of finished products 

influence the dependent variable negatively because in absence markets or hats in the 

nearby areas, they travel long distance to sell their products to the retailers, who like the 

middlemen pay less price. XH114 and XHmr 5 have negative impact on the dependant 
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variable. Reason for negative impact of XH1114 has been explained earlier. Covering a 

larger distance for sale reduce mandays which results reducing income. This may the 

reason for negative impact ofXHm1s. 

8.2.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Handloom {YHm7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in Handloom (YHm7) has been 

regressed on standard mandays (XHm1), percentage of finished products sold to 

retailers (XHm12), percentage of finished products sold to middlemen (XHm13) and 

percentage of income outside household industry (XHm16). YHm7 has also been 

regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, 

therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YHm1= 902.404**+8.214*XHmi-0.557**XHml2-0.554**XHmi3+ 152.257**XHmi6 
(21.035) (0.908) (0.52) (0.63) (13.462) 

As the reported R2 is moderately high, therefore, it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of depicting the variations of capacity utilisation of 

all workers. 

The marginal contribution of XHm1, XHm12, XHmn and XHm16 keeping other 

variables fixed are 8.214*, -0.557**, -0.554** and 152.257** respectively. The 

reported R2 depicts that 78.7 per cent of the variability ofYHm7 is accounted for by the 

model. The variables XHm1 and XHm16 have influenced capacity utilisation of all 

workers (YHm7) positively and establish the hypothesis. The increasing effect of each 

of these variables indicates that the higher the standard mandays and percentage of 

income outside household industry the higher will be the capacity utilisation. Variables 

XHm1z and XHmn have negative impact on the said dependent variable and contradict 

with the hypothesis. The reason for such contradictions associated with these variables 

has already been explained in the earlier sections. 

8.2.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Handloom (YHm) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YHm1 (total production per unit), YHm2 

(value added per unit), YHm3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 
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YH1114 (value of fixed capital per unit), YHm5 (value of working capital per unit), 

YHm6 (net income per household) and YHm7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per 

unit) in Handloom are as follows: 

(i)YHm1 = 3733.853**+675.515**XHm2-6.090*XHI114+8.916*XHm5-51.705**XHm12 

(976.298) (188.691) (2.907) (4.200) (10.669) 
-43.253**XHm13+13.049*XHmi4+29.961 **XHm1s -0.573** XHm2o 

(11.162) (4.891) (9.024) (0.141) 

R2 = 0.998** 

(ii) YHm2 = -4649.822**-41.405**XHm1-23.916*XHm5+29.937**XHm7 

(1613.702) (8.433) (7.683) (8.116) 
+305.311 **XHmi0-28.290*XHmii+26.728*XHm6+1.315**XHmis 

(125.174) (16.881) (13.881) (0.091) 
+0.820*XHm21 

(0.341) 

(iii) YHm3 = 413.090**+32.782**XHm2+2.128**XHI114+0.266**XHms 
(95.565) (1.311) (1.103) (0.108) 
+0.367**XHm9+5.761 **XHm17 

(0.119) (0.104) 
R2 

= 0.992** 

(iv)YHnLt = -1745.505**+14.855**XHm3+10.950**XHms-9.875*XHm6 
(318.275) (2.906) (3.040) (3.942) 

+0.219**XHmis+0.102**XHmi9+6.311 **XHm21 
(0.066) (0.060) (0.842) 

(v) YHms = -8746.148**+ 19.042**XHmi+259.520**XHm2+ 14.444**XHmi4 
(1566.078) (3.279) (91.709) (3.981) 
+ 152.257**XHmi6+0.722**XHmis-0.141 **XHm22+24.442*XHm23 

(13.462) (0.052) (0.012) (11.042) 

R2 
= 0.995** 

(vi) YHm6 ==40020.182**+8723.472**XHm2-72.112**XHI114+2311.713**XHmiO 
(4777.476) (992.720) (16.267) (555.890) 

-84.297*XHmis +774.320**XHmi6+2.390**XHmi9+2.691 **XHm21 
(44.259) (51.854) (0.156) (0.272) 

R2 = 0.882** 
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(vii) YHm1 = 902.404**+8.214*XHmi-0.557**XHmiz-0.554**XHml3 
(21.035) (0.908) (0.52) (0.63) 
+152.257**XHmi6 

(13.462) 

R2 
= 0.787** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and ** and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.2.9 Optimum Functional Model of Handloom (YHm) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YHm1), value added per 

unit (YHm2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YHm3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YH1114), value of working capital per unit (YHm5), net income 

per household (YHm6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YHm7) in 

Handloom are as follows: 

(ii) YHmz= f(XHm~, XHm5, XHm1, XHm10, XHm11, XHm16, XHm1s, XHmzi) 

(iii)YHm3 = f (XHmz, XH1114, XHms, XHm9, XHm17) 

8.2.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix ofHandloom 
Tables 8.2.a, 8.2.b, 8.2.c, 8.2.d, 8.2.e, 8.2.f and 8.2.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Handloom. 
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Table 8.2.a 

YHm1 XHm2 XHI114 XHms XHm12 XHm13 XHm14 XHm1s XHm2o 

YHml 1 

XHm2 .788** 1 

XHI114 -.075 -.075 1 

XHms .147 .144 -.342** 1 

XHm12 -.383** -.399** .245* -.205 1 

XHm13 -.171 -.177 .297** -.217 -.313** 1 

XHm14 . 244* .249* -.127 .260* -.164 -.271* . 1 

XHm1s .699** .692** -.056 .227* -.247* -.123 .269* 1 

XHm2o .900** .878** .011 .120 -.253* -.184 .203 .668** 1 

Table 8.2.b 

YHm2 XHm1 XHms XHm1 XHm10 XHm1I XHm16 XHmrs XHm21 

YHm2 1 

XHm1 .914** 1 

XHms .316** .105 1 

XHm1 -.559** -.607** .453** 1 

XHm1o .702** .700** -.199 -.812** 1 

XHm11 .504** .382** .357** -.123 1 

XHID!6 -.905** -.902** -.177 .554** -.679** -.434** 1 

XHm1s .995** .932** .147 -.583** .721 ** .485** -.922** 1 

XHm21 .956** .848** .096 -.578** .770** .341 ** -.873** .964** 1 

Table 8.2.c 

YHm3 XHm2 XHI114 XHms XHmg XHm11 

YHm3 1 

XHm2 .944** 1 

XHI114 .010 .271 * 1 

XHms .943** .941 ** .148 1 

XHm9 .900** .922** .162 .891 ** 1 

XHm11 .822** .799** .101 .858** .678** 1 
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Table 8.2.d 

YH1r4 XHm3 XHm5 XHm6 XHm1s XHm19 XHm21 

Ylin4 1 

XHm3 .905** 1 

XHms .120 .030 1 

XHm6 .507** .682** .155 1 

XHm1s .900** .880** .147 .540** 1 

XHm19 .878** .852** .144 .530** .995** 1 

XHm21 .919** .861 ** .096 .506** .964** .956** 1 

Table 8.2.e 

YHms XHm1 XHm2 XHm14 XHm16 XHm1s XHm22 XHm23 

YHms 1 

XHm1 .848** 1 

XHm2 .780** .798** 1 

XHm14 .219 .216 .269* 1 

XHmr6 -.873** -.902 -.735** -.187 1 

XHmrs .964** .932** .788** .244* -.922** 1 

XHm22 .172 .374** .302** .335** -.069 .329** 1 

XHm23 .371 ** .415** .225** .383** -.441 ** .510** .522** 1 

Table 8.2.f 

YHm6 XHm2 XHID4 XHm10 XHm1s XHm16 XHm19 XHm21 

YHm6 1 

XHm2 .302** 1 

XHID4 .200 .271 * 1 

XHm1o .081 .900** .293* 1 

XHm1s .275* .607** -.056 .553** 1 

XHm16 -.069 -.735** .159 -.679** -.700** 1 

XHm19 .350** .764** .075 .702** .692** -.905** 1 

XHm21 .172 .780** -.175 .770** .639** -.873** .956** 1 
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Table 8.2.g 

YHm1 XHm, XHm12 

YHm1 1 

XHm1 .415** 1 

XHm12 -.585** -.234* 1 

XHm13 -.435** -.215 -.313** 

XHm16 -.441 ** -;902** .328** 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 

8.3 Regression Analysis of Rope-making 

XHm13 XHm16 

1 

.171 1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Rope-making are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YRm1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YRm2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YRm3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YR.tr4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YRm5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YRm6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YRm7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XRm1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit/8 (taking as 

standard shift hour) 

XRm2 Size of units in terms of employment 

XRm3 Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

XR.tr4 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XRm5 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XRm6 Percentage of skilled & partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

XRm7 Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

XRms Experience level ofthe workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 
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XRm9 Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

XRm10 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XRm11 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XRm12 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XRm13 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XRmr4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XRm15 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Rope-making. The results are shown below: 

8.3.1. Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Rope-making (YRm1) 

Total production per unit in Rope-making (YRmr) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (~), percentage of finished 

products sold to retailers (XRm10), maximum distance covered for purchase of raw 

materials (XRm12), value of fixed capital per unit (XRmr4) and value of working capital 

per unit (XRm15). YRmr has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant 

impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded 

from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YRm1 = -173.076+ 1 ;503X~+ 1.504XRmro+4.872*XRml2+ 1 00.120**XRmr4 
(103.353) (0.871) (0.809) (2.482) (0.444) 

+0.996**XRmrs 
(0.009) 

R2 
= 0.998** 

As the reported R2 is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the explanatory 

variables, i.e. X~, XRmro, XRm12, XRmr4 and XRmrs in explaining YRmr very high. 

The marginal contribution of X~, XRmro, XRm12, XRmr4 and XRmrs on 

YRm1 keeping other variables fixed are 1.503, 1.504, 4.872*, 1 00.120** and 0.996** 

respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99.8 per cent of the 

total variation of YRm1• All the explanatory variables have positive impact on the 

dependent variables as higher value of these independent variables ensures either 

higher or better production. Among these variables impact ofXRmr4 on YRmr is found 

to be high. 
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8.3.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Rope-making (YRm2) 
Value added per unit in Rope-making (YRm2) has been regressed on size of the 

units in terms of employment (XRm2), percentage of skilled workers to total workers 

per unit (XRn4), maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XRm12) 

and value of fixed capital per unit (XRm14). YRm2 has also been regressed on the other 

variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YRm2=-136.208+22.358XRm2+1.690*X~+4.727XRmiz+99.798**XRmi4 
(101.722) (15.271) (0.867) (2.470) (0.106) 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XRmz, XRn4, XRm12, XRm14 on YRmz, keeping 

other variables fixed are 22.358, 1.690*, 4.727 and 99.798** respectively. The 

explained variation by above regression is 99.7 per cent ofthe total variation on YRmz. 

All the independent variables have positive influence on the dependent variable YRm2, 

because an increasing value of these factors ensures higher production as well as 

income. 

8.3.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in Rope
making (YRm3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Rope-making (YRm3) 

has been regressed on percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

(XRm3), percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XRms), 

percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

(XRm6), age of the workers (XRm7), educational level of the workers (XRm9), 

maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XRm10) and value of fixed 

capital per unit (XRm14). YRm3 was also regressed on other variables but no significant 

influences of these variables were found. Therefore, these variables were excluded 

from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -
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YRm3 = 2.111-0.038XRm3-0.043*XRms-0.054 *XRm6+0.395*XRm7+0. 71 O**XRmg 
(1.944) (0.021) (0.020) . (0.023) (0.178) (0.271) 
+7.132*XRmiO+ 1.765**XRml4 

(0.030) (0.003) 

R2 = 0.838** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in duration of daily operation of the 

main workers per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XRm3, XRm5, XRm6, XRm7, XRmg, XRm10 and 

XRm14 on YRm3, keeping other variables fixed are -0.038, -0.043*, -0.054*, 0.395*, 

0.710**, 7.132* and 1.765** respectively. The explained variation by above regression 

is 83.8 per cent of the total variation on YRm3. The variables XRm7, XRmg, XRm10 and 

XRm14 have positive impact on YRm3, which are in conformity with held hypothesis. 

While the variables XRm3, XRm5, XRm6 have negative influence on the dependent 

variable. The negative contribution of part-time workers and partly skilled workers are 

mainly due to their lack of skill who help only works associated with collection of raw 

materials. However, magnitude of impact ofthese variables is low. 

8.3.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Rope-making (YRm4) 
Value of fixed capital per unit in Rope-making (Y~) has been regressed on 

size of the units in terms of employment (XRm2), percentage of part-time workers to 

total workers per unit (XRm3), percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

CXRm4), educational level of the workers (XRmg) and percentage of income outside 

household industry (XRm13). YRm4 was also regressed on other variable but no 

significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y~ = 502.866**+172.393**XRm2-2.523**XRm3-1.992**X~-21.201 **XRmg 
(101.791) (16.575) (0.415) (0.756) (7.631) 

-6.170**XRml3 
(1.842) 

The value of R2 being very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in fixed capital per unit of output. 
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The marginal contribution of XRmz, XRm3, :xR.tl}4, XRm9 and XRm13 on 

YR.tl4, keeping other variables fixed are 172.393**, -2.523**, -1.992**, -21.201 ** and 

-6.170** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 89.9 per cent of 

the total variation on YRm4. Only XRmz has positive impact on Y~, which are in 

conformity with held hypothesis. While the variables XRm3, X~, XRm9 and XRm13 

have negative influence on the dependent variable. The negative impact of X~ on 

fixed capital may be due to the reason that skilled workers of Rope-making sector can 

produce larger and better quality goods using very simple tools which are of low cost. 

8.3.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Rope-making (YRm5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Rope-making (YRm5) has been regressed 

on standard mandays (XRm1), age of the workers (XRm7), experience level of the 

workers (XRms), percentage of finished products sold to retailers (XRm10) and 

percentage of finished products sold to middleman (XRmiJ). YRms was also regressed 

on other variable but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore,. 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YRms = 2146.086**+80.759**XRmi-226.576**XRm7+241.074*XRms 
(707.574) (1.879) (72.165) (104.514) 
-111.899**XRmw -67.668**XRmu 

(11.778) (11.809) 

R2 
= 0.989** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value of the working capital per 

unit. 

The marginal contribution of XRm1, XRm7, XRms, XRmw and XRmll on 

YRms, keeping other variables fixed are 80.759**, -226.576**, 241.074*, -111.899** 

and -67.668** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 98.9 per 

cent of the total variation on YRm5. The variable XRm1 has positive impact on Y~, 

which establishes the hypothesis that larger units in ensures higher amount of 

production and requires more working capital. Regarding the positive impact of XRms, 

it could said that experienced workers can produce larger amount of goods in less time 

and so they require more amount of raw materials. The variables XRm7, XRm10 and 
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XRm11 have adverse impact on the dependant variable. The negative impact of XRm1 is 

due to the fact that with increasing age, the production efficiency of the workers 

decrease, while the variables and XRm10 and XRm 11 have negative influence on the 

ground that the retailers and middlemen pay little price for the goods. 

8.3.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Rope-making (YRm6) 
Net Income per household in Rope-making (YRm6) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

(XRm6), educational level of the workers (XRm9) and percentage of income outside 

household industry (XRm13). YRm5 was also regressed on other variable but no 

significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YRm6 = 101479.21 **-420.697**XRm6+3920.644**XRmg-1658.941 **XRm13 
(8841.360) (96.375) (1001.342) (327.991) 

R2 
= 0.600** 

The value of R2 is moderate (0.600), which indicates that the explanatory 

variables XRm6, XRmg and XRm13 together explain 60 per cent of variation of YRm6, 

40 per cent is unexplained. 

The contribution of XRm6 XRm9 and XRm13 on YRm6 keeping other variables 

fixed are -420.697**, 3920.644** and -1658.941 ** respectively. The variable XRmg 

has a positive influence on YRm6 with very high magnitude, which is in conformity 

with held hypothesis. XRm6 and XRm13 have negative influence. The reason for 

negative impact of XRm6 is that the skilled and partly skilled female workers hardly 

work in any other sector except the household industry and so their contribution to the 

net income of the household is very low. Household industrial activity is the main 

occupation for majority of the workers. From other sectors they earn little, which is the 

main reason of negative impact ofXRm13 . 

8.3.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Rope-making (YRm7) 
Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in Rope-making (YRm7) has been 

regressed on percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit (XRm3), 

educational level of the workers (XRm9), percentage of finished products sold to 

retailers (XRm10) and percentage of finished products sold to middlemen 
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(XRmn).YRm1 was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of 

these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YRm1 = 86.121 **+ 3.1 OOXRm3-0.593**XRm9-0.502**XRrni0-0.484**XRm1I 

(1.174) (0.019) (0.219) (0.032) (0.027) 

R2 
= 0.923** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in capacity utilisation of all workers. 

The marginal contribution of XRm3, XRrn9, XRrn10 and XRm11 on YRm7, 

keeping other variables fixed are 3.100, -0.593**, -0.502** and -0.484** respectively. 

The explained variation by above regression is 92.3 per cent of the total variation on 

YRm7.0nly XRrn3 has positive impact on XRrn7• Other the explanatory variables like 

XRm9, XRmw and XRm1 1 have negative impact on the said dependant variable. The 

reason for negative impact of XRrn10 is that educated workers are less interested in this 

low earning profession and work little in spite of their capacity. 

8.3.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Rope-making (YRm) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YRrn1 (total production per unit), YRm2 

(value added per unit), YRrn3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YRn4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YRm5 (value of working capital per unit), YRm6 

(net income per household) and YRm7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Rope-making are as follows: 

(i) YRm1 = -173.076+1.503~+1.504XRrni0+4.872*XRmi2+100.120**XRmi4 
(103.353) (0.871) (0.809) (2.482) (0.444) 
+0.996**XRmis 

(0.009) 
R2 

= 0.998** 

(ii) YRrn2=-136.208+22.358XRm2+1.690*X~+4.727XRrn12+99.798**XRrni4 
(101.722) (15.271) (0.867) (2.470) (0.106) 
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(iii) YRm3 = 2.111-0.038XRmJ-0.043*XRms-0.054*XRm6+0.395*XRm7 
(1.944) (0.021) (0.020) (0.023) (0.178) 
+0.710**XRm9+7.132*XRm10+1.765**XRmt4 

(0.271) (0.030) (0.003) 

R2 
= 0.838** 

(iv) Y~ = 502.866**+ 172.393**XRm2-2.523**XRm3-1.992**X~ 
(101.791) (16.575) (0.415) (0.756) 
-21.201 **XRm9-6.170**XRm13 

(7.631) (1.842) 

(v) YRms = 2146.086**+80.759**XRmJ-226.576**XRm7+241.074*XRms 
(707.574) (1.879) (72.165) (104.514) 

-111.899**XRmw-67.668**XRmu 
(11.778) (11.809) 

R2 
= 0.989** 

(vi) YRm6 = 101479.21 **-420.697**XRm6+3920.644**XRm9-1658.941 **XRm13 
(8841.360) (96.375) (1001.342) (327.991) 

R2 
= 0.600** 

(vii) YRm1 = 86.121 **+3.100XRmJ-0.593**XRm9-0.502**XRmw-0.484**XRmu 
(1.174) (0.019) (0.219) (0.032) (0.027) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * * and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.3.9 Optimum Functional Model of Rope-making (YRm) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YRm1), value added per 

unit (YRm2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YRm3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (Y~), value of working capital per unit (YRms), net income per 

household (YRm6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YRm7) in Rope

making are as follows: 
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(i) YRmr = f (XR.t14, XRm10, XRmr2, XRmr4, XRmrs) 

(ii) YRm2 = f (XRm2, XR.t14, XRm12, XRmr4) 

(v) YRms = f (XRmr, XRm7, XRms, XRmro, XRmn) 

8.3.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Rope-making 
Tables 8.3.a, 8.3.b, 8.3.c, 8.3.d, 8.3.e, 8.3.f and 8.3.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Rope

making. 

Table 8.3.a 

YRmr XR.t14 XRmro XRmr2 XRmr4 XRmrs 

YRmr 1 

XRm4 -.601 ** 1 

XRmro -.369** -.327** 1 

XRml2 .753** -.329** -.291 * 1 

XRmr4 .999** -.602** -.368** .750** 1 

XRmrs .988** -.599** -.372** .755** .995** 1 

Table 8.3.b 

YRm2 XRm2 XR.t14 XRm9 XRmr4 

YRm2 1 

XRm2 .851** 1 

XR.t14 -.602** -.500** 1 

XRm9 .567** .812** -.329** 1 

XRmr4 .999** .851** -.602** .567** 1 
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Table 8.3.c 

YRm3 XRm3 . XRms XRm6 XRm1 XRm9 XRm1o XRm14 

YRm3 1 

XRm3 .999** 1 

XRms .193 .999 1 

XRm6 -.552** .456** .233 1 

XRm7 .654** .468** .382** -.098 1 

XRm9 .582** .417** .641 ** -.169 .702** 1 

XRm1o -.222 .327** .031 .318** -.112 -.057 1 

XRm14 .854** .027 .322** -.430** .715** .567** -.368** 1 

Table 8.3.d 

~ XRm2 XRm3 XR.t114 XRm9 XRm13 

YR.tl4 1 

XRm2 .851 ** 1 

XRm3 .027 .405** 1 

XR.tl4 -.602** -.500** .010 1 

XRm9 .567** .812** .417** -.329** 1 

XRm13 -.695** -.587** -.056 .325** -.365** 1 

Table 8.3.e 

YRms XRm1 XRm7 XRms XRm1o XRm11 

YRms 1 

XRm1 .979** 1 

XRm7 .691 ** .730** 1 

XRms .748** .736** .807** 1 

XRmlO -.372** -.241 * -.112 -.155 1 

XRm11 -.517** -.426** -.358** -.552** .197 1 
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Table 8.3.f 

YRm6 XRm6 

YRm6 1 

XRm6 .281 * 1 

XRm9 .557** -.169 

XRm13 -.585** .080 

Table 8.3.g 

YRm1 XRm3 XRm9 

YRm1 1 

XRm3 -.278* 1 

XRm9 .101 .417** 1 

XRmw -.708** .327** -.057 

XRm11 -.769** .153 .219 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 

8.4 Regression Analysis of Bamboo-work 

XRm9 XRm13 

1 

-.365** 1 

XRmto XRm11 

1 

.197 1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Bamboo-work are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YBw1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YBw2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YBw3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YBw4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YBw5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YBw6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YBw7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 
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Policy Variables 

XBw1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

XBwz 

XBw3 

XBw4 

XBws 

XBw6 

XBw1 

XBws 

Size of unit in terms of employment 

Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5-point scale, 1-5) 

Experience level of the workers (in code taking a 3-point scale, 1-3) 

XBw9 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XBw10 Percentage of finished products sold to middlemen 

XBw11 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XBw12 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XBw13 Value oftotal capital per unit in Rs. 

XBw14 Total production per unit in Rs. 

XBw15 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XBw16 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

XBw17 Net income per household in Rs. 

XBw1s Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Bamboo-work. The results are shown below: 

8.4.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo-work (YBw1) 

Total production per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw1) has been regressed on size of 

the unit in terms of employment (XBw2), duration of daily operation of main workers 

per unit (YBw3), percentage of finished products sold to middlemen (XBw10), 

maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XBw11) and value of 

working capital per unit (XBw16). YBw1 has also been regressed with other variables, 

but no significant impact was found, therefore, these variables have been excluded from 

the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YBw1 = 2350.552**+3.205**XBw2+ 128.442*XBw3-34.337*XBwiO 
(496.284) (0.314) (54.543) (15.342) 
+ 125.582**XBwii+3.610**XBwi6 

(0.994) (0.084) 

R2 = 0.992** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in total production per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XBw2, XBw3, XBw10, XBw11 and XBw16 on 

YBw1 keeping other variables fixed are 3.205**, 128.442*, -34.337*, 125.582** and 

3.610~* respectively. The reported R2 reveals that 99.2 per cent of the variation of 

YBw1 is accounted for by the model. All the explanatory variables except XBw10 have 

positive impact on the dependent variable as increasing value of these independent 

variables ensure higher production. XBw10 has negative influence because middlemen 

pay lower price for the product and exploit the workers. 

8.4.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo-work (YBw2) 
Value added per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw2) has been regressed on maximum 

distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XBWII), percentage of income outside 

household industry (XBw12), value of total capital per unit (XBw13) and capacity 

utilisation of all workers per unit (XBw18) YBw2 has also been regressed on the other 
' 

variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBw2=-2953.630+221.356**XBWII+23.781XBwi2+2.837**XBw13+30.351XBwis 
(2083.476) (73.703) (14.001) (0.074) (21.837) 

R2
= 0.983** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XBw11, XBw12, XBw13 and XBw1s on YBw2, 

keeping other variables fixed are 221.356**, 23.781, 2.837** and 30.351 respectively. 

As per the R2 value 98.3 per cent of the variability of YBw2 is accounted for by the 

regression model. All the explanatory variables have positive impact, which are in 

conformity with the hypothesis. Influence of XBw1 1 is found to be high compared to 
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other explanatory variables. These variables have favourable impact on the dependent 

variable as they ensure increase in value added. 

8.4.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in Bamboo
work(YBw3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw3) 

has been regressed on percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

(XBw4), percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (XBw5), experience 

level of the workers (XBws), percentage of finished products sold to customers 

(XBw9), total production per unit (XBw14) and value of fixed capital per unit (XBw15). 

YBw3 has also been regressed on the other variables but no significant influence of 

these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBw3= 34.334**-0.028*XBw4-0.068*XBws+0.645**XBws-0.082**XBw9 
(11.114) (0.011) (0.031) (0.237) (0.018) 

+ 1.269**XBwl4-0.1 03*XBwls 
(0.000) (0.048) 

R2 = 0.926** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in duration of daily operation of the 

main workers per unit. 

The marginal contribution ofXBw4, XBws, XBws, XBw9, XBw14 and XBw15 on 

YBw3, keeping other variables fixed are -0.028*, -0.068*, 0.645**, -0.082**, 1.269** 

and -0.103 * respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 92.6 per cent 

of the total variation on YBw3. The variables XBws and XBw14 have influenced 

favourably on YBw3, which are in conformity with held hypothesis. While the other 

variables XBw4, XBws, XBw9 and XBw1s have influenced adversely on the dependent 

variable. However, magnitude of influence of all the variables is low. The negative 

contribution of part-time workers and partly skilled workers are mainly due to their 

poor skill and help only in works associated with processing of raw materials. The 

adverse impact of XBw9 is due to the fact when volume of production increases a large 

quantity of articles is directly sold to the customers at low prices. This is accentuated by 

the fact that 50 per cent of the products are directly sold to the customers. Duration of 

daily operation influenced adversely on fixed capital because of the fact that most of 
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tools and accessories are low cost and the workers has nothing to do with these 

increased fixed capital assets. 

8.4.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo-work (YBw4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw4) has been regressed on 

duration of daily operation of main workers per unit (XBw3), value of working capital 

per unit (XBw16) and net income per household (XBw17). YBw4 was also regressed on 

other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBw4 = 249.502**+ 1.275*:"XBw3**-3.317**XBw16+7.896**XBw17 
(6.446) (0.434) (0.125) (0.000) 

R2
= 0.985** 

The value of R2 being very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in fixed capital per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of XBw3, XBw16 and XBw11 on YBw4, keeping other 

variables fixed are 1.275**, -3.317** and 7.896** respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 98.5 per cent of the total variation on YBw4. 

Explanatory variables XBw3 and XBw11 have positive impact and establish the 

hypothesis, while XBw16 has adverse impact on the dependent variable. 

8.4.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Bamboo-work (YBw5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw5) has been regressed 

on standard mandays (XBw,), percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

(XBw4), age ofthe workers (XBw7), experience level of the workers (XBws), net 

income per household (XBw17) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XBw,s). 

YBw5 was also regressed on other variables but no significant impact of these variables 

was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBws=-10129.575**+14.386**XBw1-21.230**XBw4-148.018XBw7 
(1879.139) (2.078) (5.853) (85.705) 
+227.948XBws+O.l01 **XBw17+ 117.347**XBwis 

(155.323) (0.025) (20.372) 
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The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value of the working capital per 

unit. 

The marginal contribution of XBw1. XBw4, XBw7, XBws, XBw17 and XBw1s 

on YBw5, keeping other variables fixed are 14.386**, -21.230**, -148.018, 227.948, 

0.101 ** and 117.347** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 

89.1 per cent of the total variation on YBw5. The variables XBw1, XBws, XBw17 and 

XBw1s have positive impact on YBw5, which establishes the hypothesis that higher 

production requires larger working capital. XBw4 has negative impact on the ground 

that higher production requires more working capital and skilled workers, which the 

part-time workers cannot ensure. Negative influence ofXBw7 is because of the fact that 

aged workers cannot use their full working capacity and they has very little to do with 

higher working capital. 

8.4.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Bamboo-work (YBw6) 
Net income per household in Bamboo-work (YBw6) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (XBw1) and value of working capital per unit (XBw16). YBw6 was 

also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBw6 = 11410.696**+47.435**XBwi+220.328**XBwi6 
(2453.118) (4.155) (48.903) 

R2 
= 0.650** 

As the reported R2 is 65.00 per cent, it is moderately successful in explaining 

the variation in YBw6, while 35.00 per cent remain unexplained. 

The contribution of XBw1 and XBw16 on YBw6 keeping other variables fixed 

are 47.435** and 220.328** respectively. Both the variables XBw1 and XBw17 have 

influenced favourably on YBw6, which is in conformity with held hypothesis. 

8.4.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Bamboo-work (YBw7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in Bamboo-work (YBw7) has been 

regressed on percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XBw6), 

experience level of the workers (XBw8), percentage of finished products sold to 

middlemen (XBw10), maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 
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(XBWtt) and value of fixed capital per unit (XBwts). YBw7 was also regressed on other 

variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBw1= 79.805**+8.331XBw6-1.750**XBwg-0.313**XBww-0.671 *XBw11 
(4.522) (0.048) (0.564) (0.074) (0.342) 

+5.235**XBwls 
(0.012) 

R2 
= 0.459** 

The reported R2 being only 0.459, indicates that the explanatory variables 

XBw6, XBws, XBww, XBw11 and XBwts together explain 45.90 per cent of variation of 

YBw1, 54.10 per cent is unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XBw6, XBw8, XBw10 XBw11 and XBw15 on 

YBw7, keeping other variables fixed are 8.331, -1.750**, -0.313**, -0.671 * and 

5.235** respectively. Only XBw6 has positive impact on YBw7. All the remaining 

variables have negative influence on the dependent variable and contradict with the 

hypothesis. 

8.4.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Bamboo-work (YBw) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YBw1 (total production per unit), YBw2 

(value added per unit), YBw3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YBw4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YBw5 (value of working capital per unit), YBw6 

(net income per household) and YBw7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Bamboo-work are as follows: 

(i) YBwt = 2350.552**+3.205**XBw2+ 128.442*XBw3-34.337*XBwiO 
(496.284) (0.314) (54.543) (15.342) 
+125.582XBWII+3.610**XBwt6 

(0.994) (0.084) 
R2 = 0.992** 

(ii) YBW2=-2953.630+221.356**XBwt 1+23.781XBwi2+2.837**XBw13 
(2083.476) (73.703) (14.001) (0.074) 

+30.351XBWts 
(21.837) 
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(iii) YBw3= 34.334**-0.028*XBw4-0.068*XBws+0.645**XBws-0.082**XBw9 

(11.114) (0.011) (0.031) (0.237) (0.018) 
+1.269**XBww0.103*XBw15 

(0.000) (0.048) 

R2 = 0.926** 

(iv) YBw4 = 249.502**+ 1.275**XBw3**-3.317**XBw16+7.896**XBw17 

(6.446) (0.434) (0.125) (0.000) 

R2= 0.985** 

(v) YBws = -10129.575**+ 14.386**XBw,-21.230**XBw4-148.018XBw7 
(1879.139) (2.078) (5.853) (85.705) 
+227.948XBws+0.101 **XBwl7+117.347**XBw18 

(155.323) (0.025) (20.372) 

R2 = 0.891 ** 

(vi) YBw6 = 11410.696**+47.435**XBw,+220.328**XBw16 
(2453.118) (4.155) (48.903) 

R2 = 0.650** 

(vii) YBw7 = 79.805**+8.331XBw6-1.750**XBws-0.313**XBw10-0.671 *XBw11 
( 4.522) (0.048) (0.564) (0.074) (0.342) 

+5.235**XBw,s 
(0.012) 

R2 = 0.459** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * * and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.4.9 Optimum Functional Model of Bamboo-work (YBw) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YBw1), value added per 

unit (YBw2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YBw3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YBw4), value of working capital per unit (YBw5), net income per 

household (YBw6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YBw7) in Bamboo

work are as follows: 
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(iii) YBw3 = f (XBw4, XBws, XBws, XBw9 XBwr4, XBwrs) 

(iv) YBw4 = f(XBw3, XBwr6, XBwr7) 

(vi) YBw6 = f (XBwr, XBwr6) 

(vii) YBw7 =f (XBw6, XBws, XBwro, XBw11, XBwr4) 

8.4.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Bamboo-work 
Tables 8.4.a, 8.4.b, 8.4.c, 8.4.d, 8.4.e, 8.4.f and 8.4.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Bamboo

work. 

Table 8.4.a 

YBwr XBw2 XBw3 XBwro XBw11 XBwr6 

YBwr 1 

XBw2 .791 ** 1 

XBw3 .865** .916** 1 

XBww .273* .489** .546** 1 

XBw11 .650** .695** .725** .347** 1 

XBwr6 .995** .781 ** .853** .283* .630** 1 

Table 8.4.b 

YBw2 XBw11 XBw12 XBw13 XBwrs 

YBw2 1 

XBw11 .660** 1 

XBw12 -.586** -.309** 1 

XBw13 .990** .630** -.617** 1 

XBwrs .078 -.189 -.098 .073 1 
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Table 8.4.c 

YBw3 XBw4 XBws XBws XBw9 XBw14 XBw1s 

YBw3 1 

XBw4 -.109 1 

XBws -.648** -.087** 1 

XBws .862** .099 -.641** 1 

XBw9 -.732** -.040 .456** .-.666** 1 

XBWJ4 .865** -.180 -.550** .726** .507** 1 

XBw1s .861 ** -.184 -.555** .720** -.507** .999** 1 

Table 8.4.d 

YBw4 XBw3 XBWJ6 XBw17 

YBw4 1 

XBw3 .861 ** 1 

XBw16 .992** .853** 1 

XBw17 .883** .734** .816** 1 

Table 8.4.e 

YBws XBw1 XBw4 XBw7 XBws XBWI7 XBWIS 

YBws 1 

XBw1 .857** 1 

XBw4 -.183 -.070 1 

XBw7 .692** .848** -.035 1 

XBws .717** .856** .099 .856** 1 

XBw17 .816** .741 ** .027** .620** .633** 1 

XBw1s .072 -.288* -.003 -.263* -.279* .054 1 
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Table 8.4.f 

YBw6 

YBw6 1 

XBw1 .741 ** 

XBWJ6 .816** 

Table 8.4.g 

YBw1 XBw6 XBws 

YBw1 1 

XBw6 .015 1 

XBws -.279* .043 1 

XBw10 -.504** .081 .468** 

XBwn -.189 .115 .645** 

XBWt4 .082 -.138 .726** 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 

8.5 Regression Analysis of Cane-work 

:XBw1 XBWt6 

1 

.741 ** 1 

XBWIO XBwll XBWt4 

1 

.347** 1 

.273* .650** 1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Cane-work are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YCwt Total production per unit in Rs. 

YCwz Value added per unit in Rs. 

YCw3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YCw4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YCw5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YCw6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YCw7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XCw1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit /8 (taking as 

standard shift hour) 
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XCw2 Size of units in terms of employment 

XCw3 Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

XCw4 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XCws Percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers 

XCw6 Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

XCw7 Experience level of the workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

XCws Educational level ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

XCw9 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XCw10 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XCw1 1 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XCw12 Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

XCw13 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XCw14 Total production per unit in Rs. 

XCw15 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XCw16 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

XCw17 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Cane-work. The results are shown below: 

8.5.1 Total Production per Units in Rs. in Cane-work (YCwt) 
Total production per unit in Cane-work (YCw1) has been regressed on standard 

mandays (XCw1), percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

(XCw4), age of the workers (XCw6), maximum distance covered for purchase of raw 

materials (XCw11), value of fixed capital per unit in (XCw1s) and value of working 

capital per unit (XCw16). YCw1 has also been regressed with other variables, but no 

significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCw1 = -19638.243**+ 1.588XCw1-5.293*XCw4+32.759XCw6-3.342XCwll 
(237.108) (0.864) (2.608) (18.302) (2.338) 

+98.075**XCWis+ 1.012**XCwl6 
(0.994) (0.027) 

R2 
= 0.999** 
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As the reported R2 is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the explanatory 

variables, i.e. XCw1, XCw4, XCw6, XCw11, XCw1s and XCw16 in explaining YCw1 very 

high. 

The marginal contribution of XCw~, XCw4, XCw6, XCw1I, XCw1s and XCw16 

on YCw1 keeping other variables fixed are 1.588, -5.293*, 32.759, -3.342, 98.075** 

and 1.012** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99.9 per 

cent of the total variation of YCw1. The explanatory variables XCw1, XCw6, XCw15 

and XCw16 have positive impact on the dependent variables as higher value of these 

independent variables ensures higher production. Other variables have negative 

influence. Negative influence of XCw4 is because of the fact partly skilled workers are 

mainly involved in some minor activities and unable to work in the main manufacturing 

activities. XCw11 has negative impact because with increasing distance for the purchase 

of raw materials production cost decreases. 

8.5.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Cane-work (YCw2) 

Value added per unit in Cane-work (YCw2) has been regressed on standard 

mandays (XCw1), percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit (XCw3), 

percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

(XCw5), experience level of the workers (XCw7), maximum distance covered for 

purchase of raw materials (XCwii), value of fixed capital per unit (XCw15) and value of 

working capital per unit (XCw16). YCw2 has also been regressed on the other variables 

but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these variables 

were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YCw2=-12452.883**-14.428XCwi+18.012XCw3-20.951XCws-445.593XCw7 
(4634.947) (9.002) (9.737) (11.288) (156.360) 

-27.057XCWII+ 107. 732**XCwis+0.522**XCwi6 
(15.684) (8.376) (0.194) 

R2
= 0.996** 

The value ofR2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XCw1, XCw3, XCws, XCw7, XCWII, XCw1s and 

XCw16 on YCw2, keeping other variables fixed are -14.428, 18.012, -20.951, 

-445.593*, -27.057, 107.732** and 0.522** respectively. As per the R2 value 99.6 per 
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cent of the variability of YCw2 is accounted by the regression model. The explanatory 

variables XCw3, XCw1s and XCw16 have positive impact on the dependent variable as 

an increasing value of these independent variables will increase the value added. 

Explanatory variables XCw1, XCws, XCw7 and XCw11 have negative influence. 

Negative influence of XCw7 is found to be high. The negative impact of this variable 

may be due to the fact that aged workers are unable to use their full capacity due to 

problems related to old age. 

8.5.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in Cane
work(YCw3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Cane-work (YCw3) has 

been regressed on the size of the units in terms of employment (XCw2), percentage of 

part-time workers to total workers per unit (XCw3), percentage of partly skilled 

workers to total workers per unit (XCw4), percentage of skilled and partly skilled 

female workers to total workers per unit (XCw5), value of fixed capital per unit 

(XCw15) and value of working capital per unit (XCw16). YCw3 was also regressed on 

other variables but no significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YCw3 = -0.685+5.057**XCw2-6.393**XCwJ-3.706*XCw4-2.603*XCws 
(1.630) (0.578) (0.009) (0.019) (0.011) 

+2.019**XCww4.096*XCwl6 
(0.007) (0.001) 

R2 
= 0.963** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that all the 

explanatory variables together very well explain the variations in duration of daily 

operation of the main workers per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XCw2, XCw3, XCw4, XCws, XCw1s and XCw16 

on YCw3, keeping other variables fixed are 5.057**, -6.393** -3.706*, -2.603* 2.019** 

and -4.096* respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 96.3 per cent 

of the total variation on YCw3. Only XCw2 and XCw1s have positive impact on YCw3, 

which are in conformity with held hypothesis. While the other variables XCw3, XCw4, 

XCw5 and XCw16 have negative influence on the dependent variable. The negative 

contribution of part-time workers and partly skilled workers are mainly due to their 
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poor skill and help only in works associated with processing of raw materials. The 

same is the reason for adverse impact of XCw5. Duration of daily operation influenced 

adversely on fixed capital because of the fact that most of tools and accessories are low 

cost and the workers has nothing to do with these increased fixed capital assets. 

8.5.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Cane-work (YCw4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Cane-work (YCw4) has been regressed on 

percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XCw4), age of the 

workers (XCw6) and percentage of income outside household industry (XCw13). YCw4 

was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YCw4 = 335.937**-2.748**XCw4**+42.737**XCw6-4.985**XCw13 
(47.669) (0.931) (4.211) (0.820) 

R2
= 0.822** 

The value of R2 being very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in fixed capital per unit of output. 

The marginal contribution of XCw4 XCw6, and XCw13 on YCw4, keeping other 

variables fixed are -2.748**, 42.737** and -4.985** respectively. The explained 

variation by above regression is 82.2 per cent of the total variation on YCw4. Variable 

XCw6 has positive impact while XCw4 and XCw13 have negative impact on the 

dependent variable. The positive effect of XCw6 on YCw4, establishes the hypothesis. 

The negative impact of XCw4 on fixed capital may be due to the reason that partly 

skilled workers are mainly involved in minor processing activities and has nothing to 

do with tools and accessories. It has been observed that owner workers of the units 

engaged in other activities have higher fixed capital which has nothing to do household 

industrial activities. This is the reason for adverse impact ofXCw13. · 

8.5.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Cane-work (YCw5) 

Value of working capital per un~t in Cane-work (YCw5) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

(XCws), total production per unit (XCw14) and value of fixed capital per unit (XCw,s). 

YCw5 was also regressed on other variables but no significant impact of these variables 

was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is -

YCws = 18442.110**+2.379XCws-0.949**XCww93.052** XCw15 
(675.868) (1.503) (0.025) (3.381) 

R2 
= 0.999** 

The very high R2 value reveals efficiency of the explanatory variables in . 

explaining the variation of the working capital per unit. 

The marginal contribution ofXCws, XCw14 and XCw1s on YCw5, keeping other 

variables fixed are 2.379, -0.949** and -93.052** respectively. The explained variation 

by above regression is 99.9 per cent of the total variation on YCw5. The variable XCw5 

has positive impact on YCws, which establishes the hypothesis that higher production 

requires larger working capital and more involvement of skilled and partly skilled 

female workers ensures higher production and requires more working capital. Variables 

XCw14 and XCw1s have negative influel)ce and contradict with the hypothesis. 

8.5.6 Net Income per Household Rs. in Cane-work (YCw6) 
Net income per household in Cane-work (YCw6) has been regressed on 

educational level of the workers (XCws), percentage of income outside household 

industry (XCw13) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XCw17). YCw6 was 

also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YCw6 = -9201.340+ 3646.970**XCws-239. 715XCwl3+596.232XCwl7 
(30920.077) (1065.339) (136.147) (327.024) 

R2 
= 0.425** 

As the reported R2 is only 42.5 per cent it is moderately successful in explaining 

the variation in YCw6, while 57.5 per cent remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution ofXCws, XCw13 and XCw17 on YCw6 keeping other 

variables fixed are 3646.970**, -239.715 and 596.232 respectively. The variable XCws 

and XCw17 have high positive impact on YCw6, whereas XCw13 impacted adversely 

and magnitude of impact of this variable is also high. It is observed that educated 

workers are involved in other occupations and has higher income than the uneducated 

or poorly educated workers. This favours XCws to influence the dependent variably 
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positively. The household industrial activity is the main occupation of majority of the 

workers. Their engagements in other activities reduce their mandays in the industrial 

activity which ultimately decreases their net income. This is the main reason for 

XCw13, being negative. 

8.5.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Cane-work (YCw7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in Cane-work (YCw7) has been 

regressed on age of the workers (XCw6), percentage of finished products sold to 

retailers (XCw9), percentage of finished products sold to middlemen (XCw10) and 

percentage of income outside household industry (XCw13). YCw7 was also regressed 

on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YCw7 = 102.276**+0.371XCw6-0.230XCw9**-0.153**XCww-9.879*XCw13 
(3.724) (0.212) (0.050) (0.056) (0.046) 

R2 
= 0.537** 

The R2 has a moderate value of 0.537, which indicates that the explanatory 

variables XCw6, XCw9, XCww and XCw13 together explain 53 per cent of variation of 

YCw7, 47 per cent is unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of XCw6, XCw9, XCwro and XCw13 on YCw7, 

keeping other variables fixed are 0.371, -0.230**, -0.153** and -9.879* respectively. · 

Only XCw6 has positive impact on YCw7. All the remaining variables have negative 

influence on the dependent variable and contradict with the hypothesis. 

8.5.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Cane-work (YCw) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YCw1 (total production per unit), YCw2 

(value added per unit), YCw3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YCw4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YCw5 (value of working capital per unit), YCw6 

(net income per household) and YCw7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Cane-work are as follows: 
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(i) YCw1 = -19638.243**+1.588XCw1-5.293*XCw4+32.759XCw6-3.342XCw11 

(237.108) (0.864) (2.608) (18.302) (2.338) 
+98.075**XCwls+ 1.012**XCwl6 

(0.994) (0.027) 
R2 = 0.999** 

(ii) YCw2 = -12452.883**-14.428XCw1+ 18.012XCw3-20.951XCw5 

(4634.947) (9.002) (9.737) (11.288) 
-445.593XCwr27.057XCwii+107.732**XCwis+0.522**XCw16 

(156.360) (15.684) (8.376) (0.194) 

R2= 0.996** 

(iii) YCw3= -0.685+5.057**XCw2-6.393**XCw3-3.706*XCw4-2.603*XCw5 

(1.630) (0.578) (0.009) (0.019) (0.011) 
+2.019**XCww4.096*XCwl6 

(0.007) (0.001) 

R2 = 0.963** 

(iv) YCw4 = 335.937**-2.748**XCw4**+42.737**XCw6-4.985**XCwl3 
(47.669) (0.931) (4.211) (0.820) 

R2 ~ 0.822** 

(v) YCws = 18442.110**+2.379XCws-0.949**XCww93.052**XCwis 
(675.868) (1.503) (0.025) (3.381) 

R2 = 0.999** 

(vi) YCw6 = -9201.340+3646.970**XCws-239.715XCwl3+596.232XCw17 
(30920.077) (1065.339) (136.147) (327.024) 

R2 = 0.425** 

(vii) YCw7 = 1 02.276* *+0.371XCw6-0.230XCwg**-0.153 **XCwJ0-9.879*XCw13 

(3.724) (0.212) (0.050) (0.056) (0.046) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and ** and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 
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8.5.9 Optimum Functional Model of Cane-work (YCw) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YCw1), value added per 

unit (YCw2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YCw3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YCw4), value of working capital per unit (YCws), net income per 

household (YCw6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YCw7) in Cane-work 

are as follows: 

(v) YCws = f (XCws, XCw14, XCw1s) 

(vi)YCw6 = f(XCws, XCw13, XCw17) 

(vii) YCw7 =f (XCw6, XCw9, XCww, XCw13) 

8.5.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Cane-work 
Tables 8.5.a, 8.5.b, 8.5.c, 8.5.d, 8.5.e, 8.5.f and 8.5.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Cane-work. 

Table 8.5.a 

YCw1 XCw1 XCw4 XCw6 XCWJJ XCw1s XCw16 

YCw1 1 

XCw1 .954** 1 

XCw4 .181 .174 1 

XCw6 .807** .744** .449** 1 

XCWII -.061 .016 -.120 -.140 1 

XCw1s .999** .951 ** .183 .806** -.067 1 

XCw16 .991 ** .948** .177 .796** -.039 .985** 1 
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Table 8.5.b 

YCw2 XCw1 XCw3 XCws XCw7 XCWII XCw1s XCWI6 

YCw2 1 

XCw1 .941 ** 1 

XCWJ -.432** -.540** 1 

XCws -.205 -.197 -.216 1 

XCw1 .615** .591 ** -.268 .047 1 

XCwii -.080 .016 .101 .038 -.039 1 

XCw1s .996** .951 ** -.457** -.147 .648** -.067 1 

XCWI6 .986** .948** -.480** -.184 .590** -.039 .985** 1 

Table 8.5.c 

YCw3 XCw2 XCw3 XCw4 XCws XCw1s XCWI6 

YCw3 1 

.XCw2 .915** 1 

XCWJ -.539** -.291 1 

XCw4 .257 .439** -.019 1 

XCws -.127 -.100 -.216 .131 1 

XCw1s .918** .865** -.57** .183 -.174 1 

XCWI6 .896** .844** -.480** .177 -.184 .985** 1 

Table 8.5.d 

YCw4 XCw4 XCw6 XCw13 

YCw4 1 

XCw4 .183 1 

XCws -.174 .131 1 

XCw13 -.667** -.126** -.401 ** 1 
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Table 8.5.e 

YCws XCws 

YCws 1 

XCws -.184 1 

XCWI4 .991 ** -.179 

XCw1s .985** .500** 

Table 8.5.f 

YCw6 XCws 

YCw6 1 

XCws .547** 1 

XCw13 -.456** -.319* 

XCW17 .471 ** .344* 

Table 8.5.g 

YCw1 XCw6 XCw9 

YCw1 1 

XCw6 .457** 1 

XCw9 -.523** -.255 1 

XCw10 -.297* -.168 -.181 

XCW13 -.479** -.401 ** .181 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 

8.6 Regression Analysis of Carpentry 

XCWI4 XCw1s 

1 

.999** 1 

XCWI3 XCw17 

1 

-.479** 1 

XCw10 XCw13 

1 

.281 * 1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Carpentry are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YCp1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YCp2 Value added per unit in Rs. 
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YCp3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YCp4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YCps Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YCp6 Net income per household in Rs. · 

YCp7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XCp1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

XCp2 

XCp3 

XCp4 

X Cps 

XCp6 

XCp7 

X Cps 

XCp9 

XCpw 

XCp11 

XCp12 

XCp13 

XCp14 

XCpts 

XCp16 

XCp11 

XCpts 

XCp19 

XCp2o 

XCp21 

XCp22 

Size of unit in terms of employment 

Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Age of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

Experience level of the workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

Percentage of income outside household industry 

Total production per unit in Rs. 

Value added per unit in Rs. 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

Net income per household in Rs. 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Carpentry. The results are shown below: 
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8.6.1 Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Carpentry (YCp1) 

Total production per unit in Carpentry (YCp1) has been regressed on standard 

mandays (XCp1), value added per unit (XCp17), value of fixed capital per unit (XCp19), 

value of working capital per unit (XCp2o) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

(XCp22). YCp1 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact 

was found on these variables, therefore these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCp1 = 13912.691 **+ 14.458**XCpi+0.085**XCpi7+7.942*XCpi9+0.991 **XCp20 
(1874.619) (4.694) (0.026) (0.397) (0.032) 

+41.555**XCp22 
(16.107) 

R2 
= 0.999** 

The R2 value for this regression equation being very high indicates that the 

explanatory variables are capable of explaining variations of total production per unit in 

the Carpentry sector. The marginal contribution of XCpi, XCp17, XCp19, XCp20 and 

XCp22 keeping other variables fixed are 14.458**, 0.085**, 7.942**, 0.991 ** and 

41.555** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99.9 per cent 

of the total variation of YCp1. R
2 being close to 1, reveals that the regression equation 

is very useful for making predictions. The increasing impact of all the variables on 

YCp1 ensures higher or better production. The magnitude of impact ofXCp1 and XCp22 

is found to be greater than the other variables. 

8.6.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Carpentry (YCp2) 
Value added per unit in Carpentry (YCp2) has been regressed on size of the 

units in terms of employment (XCp2), age of the workers (XCp7), experience level of 

the workers (XCps), percentage of finished products sold to retailers (XCp11), 

maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XCp13), total production per 

unit (XCp16) and net income per household (XCp21). YCp2 has also been regressed with 

other variables, but no significant impact was found onthese variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YCp2:= -8294.524**-22.785**XCp2+ 673.904**XCp7-1130.764**XCp8 

(1923.582) (7.578) (213.121) (232.220) 
+42.886*XCpii-143.612*XCpl3+0.685**XCpi6+0.264**XCp2I 

(24.953) (108.825) (0.043) (0,064) ' 

R2 
= 0.987** 

The R2 value being sufficiently high depicts that the explanatory variables have 

provided a good fit for the dependent variable. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 98.7 per cent of the total variation of YCp2. The marginal contribution of 

XCp2, XCp7, XCps, XCp11, XCp13, XCp16 and XCp21 keeping other variables fixed are 

-22.785**, 673.904**, -1130.764**, 42.886*, -143.612**, 0.685** and 0.264** 

respectively. The variables XCp7, XCPII, XCp16 and XCp21 have positive impact on 

YCp2, which are in conformity with the hypothesis. The magnitude of increasing effect 

of these variables is highest in case in XCp7 and the same is found to be low in XCp16 

and XCp2I· Variables XCp2, XCp8 and XCp13 have negative impact on the said 

dependent variable and contradict with the hypothesis. Negative impact ofXCp2reveals 

the fact that there is limited scope of employment in Carpentry sectors. 

8.6.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Worker per Unit in Hours in 
Carpentry (YCp3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Carpentry (YCp3) has 

been regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (XCp2), percentage of part

time workers to total workers per unit (XCp4), percentage of partly skilled workers to 

total workers per unit (XCp6), educational level of the workers (XCp9), maximum 

distance covered for sale of finished products (XCp14) and percentage of income 

outside household industry (XCp15). YCp3 has also been regressed with other variables, 

but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have 

been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCp3 = 820.408**+2.525**XCp2-0.791 **XCp4+0.277**XCp6+0.595*XCp9 
(91.472) (0.593) (0.411) (0.123) (0.245) 
+0.970*XCpi4-0.171 **XCp1s 

(0.038) (0.030) 

R2 
= 0.850** 

The R2 value for this regression is very high, which indicates the efficiency of 

explanatory variables in explaining the variations in the dependent variable. The 
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explained variation by the above regression is 85.0 per cent of the total variation of 

YCp3. The marginal contribution of XCpz, XCp4, XCp6,' XCp9, XCp14 and XCp15 

keeping other variables fixed are 2.525**, -0.791**, 0.277**, 0.595*, 0.970* and 

-0.171 ** respectively. It is observed that while YCp3 is associated negatively with 

XCp4 and XCp1s, the rest of the variables are associated with the said dependent 

variable positively in accordance with the hypothesis. 

8.6.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Carpentry (YCp4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Carpentry (YCp4) has been regressed standard 

mandays (XCp1), age of the workers (XCp7 ), percentage of finished products sold to 

customers (XCp10), percentage of finished products sold to middlemen (XCp12), 

maximum distance covered for sale of finished products (XCp14) and capacity 

utilisation of all workers per unit (XC'pzz). YCp4 has also been regressed with other 

variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCp4= 4409.395**+ 13.717**XCpi+ 19.752*XCp7+21.415**XCpJ0-5.193**XCpl2 
(275.877) (0.345) (14.762) (3.601) (1.928) 
+11.256*XCpi4+16.661 **XCpzz 

(4.915) (4.107) 

R2 = 0.985** 

The R2 value being very high depicts that the explanatory variables conclusively 

explain the dependent variable in conformity with the hypothesis. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 98.5 per cent of the total variation of YCp4. The 

marginal contribution of XCp1. XCp7, XCp10, XCp12, XCp14 and XCpzz keeping other 

variables fixed are 13.717**, 19.752*, 21.415**, -5.193**, 11.256* and 16.661** 

respectively. While the increasing effect of XCp1, XCp7, XCp10, XCp14 and XCpz2 on 

YCp4 establishes the hypothesis, the effect of XCp12 on this same variable is found 

negative and counteracts with the hypothesis. The reason for such contradiction is that 

middlemen always pay advances for the products and purchase the same at lower price. 

8.6.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Carpentry (YCps) 
Value of working capital per unit in Carpentry (YCp5) has been regressed on 

percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XCp6), age of the 

workers (XCp7), percentage of income outside household industry (XCp15), value of 
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fixed capital per unit (XCp19), net income per household (XCp21 ) and capacity 

utilisation of all workers per unit (XCp22). YCp5 has also been regressed with other 

variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCps = -10591.620**+ 13.757*XCp6-110.761 *XCp7+211.141 **XCp15 
(1142.583) (7.770) (44.184) (31.848) 
+5.278**XCpig-0.322**XCp2I-11.305**XCp22 

(0.504) . (0.044) (5.976) 

R2 = 0.998** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value of the working capital per 

unit. The explained variation by the above regression is 99.8 per cent of the total 

variation of YCps. The marginal contribution of XCp6, XCp7, XCp1 5, XCp19, XCp21 

and XCp22 keeping other variables fixed are 13.757*, -110.761*, 211.141**, 5.278**, 

-0.322** and -11.305** respectively. The variables XCp6, XCp1 5 and XCp1g have 

positive impact on YCp5, which is in conformity with the hypothesis. The magnitude of 

increasing impact is highest in XCp15. Whereas XCp7, XCp21 and XCp22 have adverse 

impact on the said dependent variable and contradicts with the hypothesis. 

8.6.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Carpentry (YCp6) 
Net income per household in Carpentry (YCp6) has been regressed on size of 

the units in terms of employment (XCp2), duration of daily operation of main workers 

per unit (XCp3), percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit (XCp4), 

percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (X Cps) and percentage of partly 

skilled workers to total workers per unit (XCp6). YCp6 has also been regressed with 

other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCp6= 19669.208**+3855.084**XCp2-718.874**XCp3-85.616**XCp4 
(5541.020) (1389.371) (255.281) (32.012) 

-76.506*XCps+ 134.826*XCp6 
(46.148) (55.446) 

R2 = 0.994** 
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As the reported R2 is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the explanatory 

variables in explaining YCw6 very high. The explained variation by the above 

regression is 99.4 per cent of the total variation of YCp6. The marginal contribution of 

XCp2, XCp3, XCp4, XCps and XCp6 keeping other variables fixed are 3855.084**, 

-718.874**, -85.616**, -76.506** and 134.826* respectively. The variables XCp2 and 

XCp6 have positive impact on YCp6. Magnitude of impact of XCp2 is found very high 

than XCP6· Variables XCp3, XCp4 and XCps have negative impact on the said 

dependent variable. Magnitude of impact of XCp3 is much more than the other two 

variables ofXCp4 and XCp5. 

8.6.7 Capacity U~ilisation of All Workers per Unit in Carpentry (YCp7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers in Carpentry (YCp7) has been regressed on 

percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit (XCp6), experience level 

of the workers (X Cps), educational level of the workers (XCp9), percentage of finished 

products sold to customers (XCp10) and total duration of daily operation of total 

workers per unit (XCprs). YCp7 has also been regressed with other variables, but no 

significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, the~e variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YCp7 = 1048.71 0**+0.207**XCp6-1.438**XCps+ 1.445*XCpg+O. 713**XCpro 
(16.318) (0.071) (0.535) (0.683) (0.051) 
-0.834**XCprs 

(0.029) 
R2 

= 0.783** 

A moderately high R2 depicts the efficiency of the right hand side variables in 

explaining YCw7. The explained variation by the above regression is 78.3 per cent of 

the total variation of YCp7. The marginal contribution of XCp6, XCpg, XCpg, XCpro 

and XCprs keeping other variables fixed are 0.207**, -1.438**, 1.445*, 0.713** and 

-0.834* respectively. The variables XCp6, XCpg, XCp 10 and XCprs have positive 

impact on YCp7, which establishes the hypothesis. The magnitude of impact of these 

variables is found to be low. Variables XCp8 and XCprs have negative impact on the 

said dependent variable and the magnitude of impact ofboth the variables is low. 

8.6.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Carpentry (YCp) 
The summary of stepwise regression ofYCpr (total production per unit), YCp2 
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(value added per unit), YCp3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YCp4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YCps (value of working capital per unit), YCp6 

(net income per household) .and YCp7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Carpentry are as follows: 

(i) YCp1 = 13912.691 **+ 14.458**XCpi+0.085**XCp17+7.942*XCpi9+0.991 **XCp20 
(1874.619) (4.694) (0.026) (0.397) (0.032) 
+41.555**XCp22 

(16.107) 
R2 

= 0.999** 

(ii) YCp2 = -8294.524**-22.785**XCp2+ 673.904**XCpr1130.764**XCp8 

(1923.582) (7.578) (213.121) (232.220) 
+42.886*XCpii-143.612*XCpi3+0.685**XCpi6+0.264**XCp2I 

(24.953) (108.825) (0.043) (0.064) 

R2 
= 0.987** 

(iii) YCp3 = 820.408**+2.525**XCp2-0.791 **XCp4+0.277**XCp6+0.595*XCp9 
(91.472) (0.593) (0.411) (0.123) (0.245) 

+0.970*XCpi4-0.171 **XCp1s 
(0.038) (0.030) 

R2 
= 0.850** 

(iv) YCp4 = -4409.395**+13.717**XCpl+ 19.752*XCp7+21.415**XCpiO 
(275.877) (0.345) (14.762) (3.601) 
-5.193**XCp12+11.256*XCpi4+ 16.661 **XCp22 

(1.928) (4.915) (4.107) 

R2 
= 0.987** 

(v) YCp5 = -10591.620**+ 13.757*XCp6-110.761 *XCp7+211.141 **XCp15 
(1142.583) (7.770) (44.184) (31.848) 

+5.278**XCpi9-0.322**XCp2I-11.305**XCp22 
(0.504) (0.044) (5.976) 

R2 
= 0.998** 

(vi) YCp6 = 19669.208**+3855.084**XCp2-718.874**XCp3-85.616**XCp4 
(5541.020) (1389.371) (255.281) (32.012) 
-76.506*XCp5+ 134.826*XCp6 

(46.148) (55.446) 
R2 

= 0.994** 

(vii) YCp7 = 1048.710**+0.207**XCp6-1.438**XCps+ 1.445*XCp9+0.713**XCpiO 
(16.318) (0.071) (0.535) (0.683) (0.051) 
-0.834**XCpis 

(0.029) R2 = 0.783** 
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Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and ** and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.6.9 Optimum Functional Model of Carpentry (YCp) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YCp1), value added per 

unit (YCp2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YCp3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YCp4), value of working capital per unit (YCp5), net income per 

household (YCp6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YCp7) in Carpentry 

are as follows: 

(v) YCps = f (XCp6, XCp7, XCp1s, XCp19, XCp21, XCp22) 

(vi) YCp6 = f (XCp2, XCp3, XCp4, X Cps, XCp6) 

(vii)YCp7 =f(XCp6, XCps, XCp9, XCpw, XCp1s) 

8.6.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Carpentry 
Tables 8.6.a, 8.6.b, 8.6.c, 8.6.d, 8.6.e, 8.6.f and 8.6.g depict correlation co

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Carpentry. 

Table 8.6.a 

YCp1 XCp1 XCPI7 XCp19 XCp2o XCp22 

YCp1 1 

XCp1 .930** 1 

XCp17 .989** .911 ** 1 

XCp19 .991 ** .937** .981 ** 1 

XCp2o .987** .897** .974** .959** 1 

XCp22 .090 -.235* .113** .079 .099 1 
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Table 8.6.b 

YCpz XCpz XCp7 X Cps XCprr XCpr3 XCpr6 XCpzr 

YCpz 1 

XCpz .684** 1 

XCp7 .737** .867** 1 

X Cps -.161 .433** .236* 1 

XCprr -.105 .097 .077 -.064 1 

XCp13 .565** .566** .599** -.084 .178 1 

XCpr6 .989** .683** .732** -.118 -.116 .587** 1 

XCpzr .943** .730** .716** -.032 -.108 .509** .941 ** 1 

Table 8.6.c 

YCp3 XCpz XCp4 XCp6 XCp9 XCpr4 XCprs 

YCp3 1 

XCpz .752** 1 

XCp4 -.127 .305** 1 

XCp6 .703** .757** .193 1 

XCp9 .554** .737** .226 .542** 1 

XCpr4 .694** .732** .196 .578** .513** 1 

XCprs -.295** -.027 -.062 -.055 .203 -.200 1 

Table 8.6.d 

YCp4 XCpr XCp7 XCpro XCprz XCpr4 XCpzz 

YCp4 1 

XCpr .937** 1 

XCp7 .724** .679** 1 

XCpw .132 -.187 .027 1 

XCp12 -.102 .131 -.096 -.338** 1 

XCpr4 .791 ** .699** .733** .168 -.264 1 

XCpzz .079 -.235* .030 .865** -.572 .131 1 
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Table 8.6.e 

YCps XCp6 XCp7 XCp1s XCPI9 

YCps 1 

XCp6 .682** 1 

XCp7 .723** .683** 1 

XCp1s -.455** -.055 -.189 1 

XCp19 .959** .678** .724** -.425** 1 

XCpz1 .900** .717** .716** -.151 

XCpzz .099 .090 .130 .106 

Table 8.6.f 

YCp6 XCpz XCp3 

YCp6 1 

XCpz .730** 1 

XCp3 .731 ** .752** 1 

XCp4 .139 .305** .127 

X Cps -.109 -.380** -.037 

XCp6 .717** .757** .703** 

Table 8.6.g 

YCp7 XCp6 X Cps 

YCp7 1 

XCp6 .090 1 

X Cps -.140 .268* 1 

XCp9 -.115 .542** .456** 

XCp10 .865** .037 -.029 

XCp1s -.029 .703** .251 * 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 
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.954** 

.079 

XCp4 

1 

-.307** 

.193 

XCp9 

1 

-.077 

.554** 

XCpz1 XCpzz 

1 

.067 1 

X Cps XCp6 

1 

-.126 1 

XCp10 XCp1s 

1 

.026 1 



8. 7 Regression Analysis of Pottery 
The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Pottery are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

YPt1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YPt2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YPt3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YP4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YPts Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YPt6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YPt1 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XPt1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

XPh 

XPt3 

XPt4 

XPts 

XPt6 

XPt1 

XPts 

XPt9 

XPt10 

XPtu 

XPt1z 

XPt13 

XPt14 

XPt1s 

XPt16 

XPt11 

XPt1s 

Size of unit in terms of employment 

Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

Percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total 

workers per unit 

Age of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

Experience level ofthe workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

Percentage of income outside household industry 

Total production per unit in Rs. 

Value added per unit in Rs. 
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XPt19 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XPho Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

XPtz1 Net income per household in Rs. 

XPtzz Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Pottery. The results are shown below: 

8.7.1 Total Production per Unit in Pottery (YPt1) 

Total production per unit in Pottery (YPt1) has been regressed on size of the 

units in terms of employment (XPh), percentage of part-time workers to total workers 

per unit (XP4), percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (XPt5), 

percentage of finished products sold to middlemen (XPt13), value added per unit (XPt18) 

and value of fixed capital per unit (XPt19).YPt1 has also been regressed with other 

variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YPt1 = 1639.718**+347.475**XPtz-15.750**XP4+14.556**XPt5-52.568**XPt13 

(243.599) (98.721) (2.931) (2.258) (9.353) 
+0.869**XPtis-0.750*XPti9 

(0.049) (0.468) 

R2 
= 0.999** 

As the reported R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables are capable of depicting the variations of total production per 

unit. The marginal contribution of XPtz, XPt4, XPts, XPt13, XPt1s and XPt19 keeping 

other variables fixed are 347.475**, -15.750**, 14.556**, -52.568**, 0.869** and -

0.750* respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 99.9 per cent of 

the total variation ofYPt1. R
2 being very high depicts that the variables have provided a 

good fit for the dependent variable. Variables XPtz, XPts and XPt1s influenced YPt1 

positively while XPt4, XPt13 and XPt19 have negative influence on the said variable. 

Increasing effect of size of the units (XPt2) means that the larger the size of the units 

the higher or better is the production. The positive impact of XPt5 is in accordance with 

the hypothesis that skilled workers produce better quality products which ensures 

higher returns per unit of product. Inefficiency or poor skill ofthe part-time workers on 

production could be the reason for negative contribution of XP4. Negative impact of 
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XPt13 is due to the fact that the middlemen pay fewer prices. The situation compels the 

workers to sell their products to the middlemen because they (middlemen) pay advance. 

The adverse impact of fixed capital (XPt19) on production (YPt1) is surprising, because 

higher fixed capital makes a unit capable of higher production within short time with 

minimum labour investment. However, the reason for such contradictory phenomenon 

may be the lower capital requirements and simple and low cost implements. 

8.7.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Pottery (YPtz) 
Value added per unit in Pottery industry (YPt2) has been regressed on 

experience level of the workers (XPt9), percentage of finished products sold to 

customers (XPtii), value of fixed capital per unit (XPt19), value of working capital per 

unit (XPt2o) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XPt22). YPh has also been 

regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, 

therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YPh = -8209.805**-138.838**XPt9-5.828**XPtll+5.300**XPti9+ 1.213**XPho 
(1599.063) (50.211) (4.460) (0.685) (0.259) 

+96.134**XPt22 
(20.756) 

R2 
= 0.993** 

The R2 value being very high, in can be concluded that explanatory variables 

are capable of explaining the variations of value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XPt9, XPtll, XPt19, XPt2o and XPt22 keeping other 

variables fixed are -138.838**, -5.828**, 5.300**, 1.213* 96.134** respectively. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 99.3 per cent of the total variation of 

YPh. The explanatory variables XPt19, XPho and XPt22 have positive impact on YPt2, 

and ensure that an increase of these values will facilitate the increase in value added. 

XPt9 and XPt11 have negative impact on the said dependent variable. The adverse 

impact of both XPt9 appears surprising because experienced workers usually ensure 

better or higher production in short span of time. The negative contribution of XPt11 is 

also surprising because customers usually pay higher price than the retailers and 

middleman. This may be because of the fact that the due to decreasing demand of 

potters sell the products to the customer also for minimum price. 
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8.7.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in Pottery 
(YPt3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Pottery (YPt3) has been 

regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (XPt2), percentage of skilled and 

partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit (XPt7), educational level of the 

workers (XPt10) and percentage of income outside household industry (XPt16). YPt3 has 

also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was found on these 

variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

· The regression equation so estimated is -

YPt3 = 1765.882**+96.191 **XPt2+43.030**XPt7+2.576**XPtJ0-0.999**XPt16 
(103.906) (7.318) (2.013) (0.191) (0.020) 

R2 
= 0.908** 

A very high value of the R2 depicts that the explanatory variables are capable of 

explaining the dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. The 

marginal contribution of XPt2, XPt7, XPt10 and XPt16 keeping other variables fixed are 

96.191 **, 43.030**, 2.576** and -0.999** respectively. The explained variation by the 

above regression is 90.8 per cent of the total variation of YPt3. All the explanatory 

variables, except XPt16 have increasing influence on YPt3. Due to low income from the 

household industry workers engage themselves in other occupations like cultivation, 

animal husbandry and so on. This is the reason for negative impact of XPtr6 on the 

dependent variable. 

8.7.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. Pottery (YPt4) 
Value of fixed capital per unit in Pottery industry (YP4) has been regressed on 

percentage of finished products sold to customers (XPt1r), value oftotal capital per unit 

(XPt17), value added per unit (XPtrs) and value of working capital per unit (XPt2o). 

YP4 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was found 

on these variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the regression 

equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YPt4 = 237.731 **-1.119*XPtu+ 14.057**XPti7+9.038**XPtls-9.058** XPt2o 
(46.467) (0.516) (7.022) (1.021) (0.944) 

R2 = 0.988** 
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Sufficiently high value of R2 indicates that explanatory variables have provided 

a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. The marginal contribution of XPt11, 

XPt17, XPt1s and XPtzo keeping other variables fixed ~e -1.119*, 14.057**, 9.038** 

and -9.058** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 98.8 per 

cent of the total variation ofYPt4. Variables XPt17 and XPt18 influenced YP4 positively 

in accordance with the hypothesis. Contrary to this, XPt11 and XPt2o have influenced the 

said variable negatively. 

8.7.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Pottery (YPt5) 

Value of working capital per unit in Pottery (YPt5) has been regressed on 

duration of daily operation of main workers (XPt3), percentage of skilled workers to 

total workers per unit (XPt5), percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per 

unit (XPt6), maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials (XPt14) and value 

of total capital per unit (XPt17). YPts has also been regressed with other variables, but 

no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YPt5 = -767.083**+0.628**XPtJ+5.921 **XPts-0.346*XPt6-0.011 *XPt14 
(218.189) (0.047) (1.821) (0.263) (0.006) 

+29.348**XPtl7 
(0.040) 

R2 = 0.991 ** 

The reported R2
, which is very high in the equation, reveals that the explanatory 

variables conclusively explain the dependent variable in conformity with the dependent 

variable. The marginal contribution of XPt3, XPts, XPt6, XPt14 and XPt17 keeping other 

variables fixed are 0.628**, 5.921 **, -0.346*, -0.011 * and 29.348** respectively. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 99.1 per cent of the total variation of 

YPt5• Variables XPt3, XPt5 and XPt17 have positive impact on the dependent variable. 

Impact of XPt17 is found to be greater than XPt3 and XPts. Contrary to the hypothesis, 

XPt6 and XPt14 have influenced the dependent variable negatively, though the 

magnitude of impact is found negligible. 

8. 7.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Pottery (YPt6) 
Net income per household in Pottery (YPt6) has been regressed on standard 

mandays (XPt1), percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total 
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workers per unit (XPt7), age of the workers (XPts), educational level of the workers 

(XPtro), value added per unit (XPtis) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

(XPt22). YPt6 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact 

· was found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YPt6 = 21934.934**+72.741 **XPti+69.507**XPt7+978.430**XPt8 
(8085.569) (22.116) (17.545) (157.746) 
-923.609**XPtio+3.400**XPtis+293.712**XPh2 

(217.155) (0.685) (102.601) 

R2 = 0.922** 

The R2 value for this regression equation being high depicts that explanatory 

variables are capable of depicting the variations in concerned dependent variable in 

Pottery sector. The marginal contribution of XPt1, XPt7, XPts, XPtro, XPt1s and XPt22 

keeping other variables fixed are 72.741 **, 69.507**, 978.430*, -923.609**, 3.400** 

and 293.712** respectively. The explained variation by the above regression is 92.2 per 

cent of the total variation of YPt6. Contrary to the hypothesis, XPtro have influenced the 

dependent variable negatively and the magnitude of impact is very high. The reason for 

such phenomenon is that educated workers are less interested in household industrial 

activities due to low income and are engaged in other occupations. All the other 

variables have influenced the dependent variable positively in conformity with 

hypothesis. The magnitude of influence of XPts and XPh2 found to be very high 

compared to the other variables of increasing impact. 

8.7.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Pottery (YPt7) 
Capacity utilisation of all workers in Pottery (YPt7) has been regressed on 

percentage of finished products sold to customers (XPtiJ), percentage of finished 

products sold to retailers (XPt12), maximum distance covered for sale of finished 

products (XPt1s) and value added per unit (XPt1s). YPt1 has also been regressed with 

other variables, but no significant impact was found on these variables, therefore, these 

variables have been excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -
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YPt1= 23.857**+9.622**XPtii+0.385**XPtl2+0.839**XPtis+4.740*XPtis 
(5.710) (0.055) (0.111) (0.047) (0.021) 

R2 
= 0.724** 

The value of R2 is moderate (0.724), which indicates that the explanatory 

variables XPtn, XPt12, XPt1s and XPt1s together explain 72 per cent of variation ofYPt7 

and 28 per cent remained unexplained. The marginal contribution ofXPtii, XPt12, XPt15 

and XPt1s keeping other variables fixed are 9.622**, 0.385**, 0.839** and 4.740* 

respectively. All the variables have influenced capacity utilisation of all workers (YPt7) 

positively and establish the hypothesis. The increasing effect of each of these variables 

indicates higher capacity utilisation. However, magnitude impact of most the variables 

are found to be low. 

8. 7.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Pottery (YPt) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YPt1 (total production per unit), YPt2 

(value added per unit), YPt3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YPt4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YPt5 (value of working capital per unit), YPt6 (net 

income per household) and YPt7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in Pottery 

are as follows: 

(i) YPt1 = 1639.718**+347.475**XPt2-15.750**XP4+14.556**XPts-52.568**XPtl3 
(243.599) (98.721) (2.931) (2.258) (9.353) 
+0.869* *XPt1s-O. 750*XPti9 

(0.049) (0.468) 
R2 

= 0.999** 

(ii) YPt2 = -8209.805**-138.838**XPt9-5.828**XPtii+5.300**XPti9+ 1.213**XPt2o 
(1599.063) (50.211) (4.460) (0.685) (0.259) 
+96.134**XPt22 

(20.756) 
R2 = 0.993** 

(iii) YPt3 = 1765.882**+96.191 **XPt2+43.030**XPt7+2.576**XPt10-0.999**XPti6 
(103.906) (7.318) (2.013) (0.191) (0.020) 

(iv) YP4 = 237.731 **-1.119*XPtii+ 14.057**XPt17+9.038**XPtis-9.058** XPt2o 
(46.467) (0.516) (7.022) (1.021) (0.944) 

R2 = 0.988** 
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(v) YPts = -767.083**+0.628**XPt3+5.921 **XPts -0.346*XPt6-0.011 *XPt14 
(218.189) (0.047) (1.821) (0.263) (0.006) 

+29.348**XPt17 
(0.040) 

R2 = 0.991 ** 

(vi) YPt6= 21.934.934**+72.741 **XPtl+69.507**XPt7+978.430**XPts 
(8085.569) (22.116) (17.545) (157.746) 
-923.609**XPtl0+3.400**XPtls+293.712**XPt22 

(217.155) (0.685) (102.601) 
R2 = 0.922** 

(vii) YPt1 = 23.857**+9.622**XPtll+0.385**XPtl2+0.839**XPtl5+4.740*XPtis 
(5.710) (0.055) (0.111) (0.047) (0.021) 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * * and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.7.9 Optimum.Functional Model of Pottery (YPt) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YPt1), value added per 

unit (YPt2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YPt3), value of 

fixed capital per unit (YP4), value of working capital per unit (YPts), net income per 

household (YPt6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YPt7) in Pottery are as 

follows: 

(iv) YP4 = f (XPtll, XPt11, XPt1s, XPt2o) 

(v) YPts = f (XPt3, XPts, XPt6, XPt14, XPt17) 

(vii) YPt1 =f (XPt11, XPt12, XPt1s, XPt1s) 

8.7.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Pottery 
Tables 8.7.a, 8.7.b, 8.7.c, 8.7.d, 8.7.e, 8.7.f and 8.7.g depict correlation co

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Pottery. 
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Table 8.7.a 

YPt1 X Ph XP4 XPts XPt13 XPt1s XPt19 

YPt1 1 

XPt2 .782** 1 

XPt4 -.405** .057 1 

XPts -.309** -.450** -.165 1 

XPt13 -.329** -.103 .137 .123 1 

XPt1s .988** .769** -.394** -.306** -.345** 1 

XPt19 .993** .779** -.397** -.273* -.310** .993** 1 

Table 8.7.b 

YPh XPt9 XPt11 XPt19 XPt2o XPh2 

YPt2 1 

XPt9 .556** 1 

XPt11 .246** -.043 1 

XPt19 .993* .568** .209 1 

XPt2o .990** .583** .211 .985** 1 

XPt22 .326** .018 .959** .291 ** .295** 1 

Table 8.7.c 

YPt3 XPt2 XPt7 XPt10 XPt16 

YPt3 1 

XPh .933** 1 

XPt7 .098 .075 1 

XPt10 .656** .754** .061 1 

XPt16 -.243** -.108 .295** -.196 1 

Table 8.7.d 

YP4 XPt11 XPt17 XPt1s XPt2o 

YP4 1 

XPt11 .209 1 

XPt17 .993** .228* 1 

XPt1s .993** .246* .998** 1 

XPt2o .985** .211 .994** .990** 1 
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Table 8.7.e 

YPts XPt3 XPts XPt6 XPtr4 

YPts 1 

XPt3 .869** 1 

XPts -.273* -.391 ** 1 

XPt6 -.352** .352** .350** 1 

XPtr4 .390** .325** -.109 -.210 1 

XPt11 .999** .872** -.284* -.352** .392** 

Table 8.7.f 

YPt6 XPtr XPt7 XPts 

YPt6 1 

XPtr .857** 1 

XPt7 .082 .037 1 

XPts .808** .750** .057 1 

XPtro .408** .549** .061 .594** 

XPtrs .911 ** .914** -0.60 .730** 

XPtzz .270** -.152 -.260* .153 

Table 8.7.g 

YPt7 XPtrr XPt12 

YPt7 1 

XPtu .959** 1 

XPtrz -.895** -.967** 1 

XPtrs .993** .059 -.023 

XPtrs .161 .246* -.155 

**Correlation is significant at the 0. OJ level (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05. level (2-tailed) 

8.8 Regression Analysis of Blacksmithy 

XPtro XPtrs 

1 

.474** 1 

-.029 .326** 

XPtrs 

1 

.227* 

XPt11 

1 

XPtzz 

1 

XPtrs 

1 

The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for Blacksmithy are as follows: 
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Objective Variables 

YBs1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

YBs2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

YBs3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

YBs4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

YBs5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

YBs6 Net income per household in Rs. 

YBs1 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

XBs1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

XBs2 Size of unit in terms of employment 

XBs3 Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

XBs4 Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

XBs5 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XBs6 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

XBs7 Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5-point scale, 1-5) 

XBs8 Experience level ofthe workers (in code taking a 3-point scale, 1-3) 

XBs9 Educational level of the workers 

XBs10 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

XBs11 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

XBs12 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

XBs13 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

XBs14 Percentage of income outside household industry 

XBs1s Value of total capital per unit in Rs. 

XBs16 Total production per uriit in Rs. 

XBs17 Value added per unit in Rs. 

XBs1s Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

XBw19 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

XBs2o Net income per household in Rs. 

XBs21 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 
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The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for Blacksmithy. The results are shown below: 

8.8.1. Total Production per Unit in Rs. in Blacksmithy (YBst) 
Total production per unit in Blacksmithy (YBs1) has been regressed on standard 

mandays (XBsr), age of the workers (XBs7), experience level of the workers (XBs8), 

value added per unit (XBs11), value of fixed capital per unit (XBs18) and value of 

working capital per unit (XBsr9). YBs1 has also been regressed with other variables, but 

no significant impact was found, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

YBsr = -10612.543**+ 12.481 **XBsr-436.355**XBs7+696.352**XBs8 

(1940.408) (4.820) (127.430) (142.188) 
+ 109.797**XBs17+4.812**XBsrs+87.855** XBs19 

(0.046) (0.713) (0.131) 

~ = 0.997** 

As the value of R2 is very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in total production per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XBs1, XBs7, XBss, XBs17, XBs1s and XBsr9 on 

YBsr keeping other variables fixed are 12.481**, -436.355**, 696.352**, 109.797**, 

4.812** and 87.855** respectively. The reported R2 which is very high reveals that 

99.7 per cent of the variability of YBs1 is accounted for by the model. All the 

explanatory variables, except XBs7, have positive impact on the dependent variable as 

increasing value of these independent variables ensure in raising higher production. 

XBs7 has negative influence because in Blacksmithy sector the working capacity of the 

aged workers decrease to some extent. 

8.8.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in Blacksmithy (YBsz) 
Value added per unit in Blacksmithy (YBs2) has been regressed on duration of 

daily operation of main worker per unit (XBs3), percentage of part-time workers to total 

workers per unit (XBs4), total production per unit (XBsi6), value of fixed capital per 

.. . unit (XBsrs) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (XBs2r). YBsz has also been 

regressed on the other variables but no significant influence of these variables was 

found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is -

YBs2 = -12728.3 84**-1 05.360*XBs3-30.890**XBs4+0.882**XBsw6.952**XBs18 
(2340.444) (80.134) (10.971) (0.022) (0.775) 
+52.748*XBs21 

(29.192) 

R2 
= 0.998** 

A very high value of R2 reveals the capability of the explanatory variables in 

explaining the variation in value added per unit. 

The marginal contribution of XBs3, XBs4, XBs16, XBs1s and XBs21 on YBs2 

keeping other variables fixed are -105.360*, -30.890**, 0.882**, -6.952**, and 

52.748* respectively. As per the R2 value 99.8 per cent of the variability of YBs2 is 

accounted for by the regression model. The explanatory variables XBs16 and XBs21 

have positive impact, which are in conformity with the hypothesis. While, contrary to 

the hypothesis, the remaining variables XBs3, XBs4 and XBs1s have influenced 

negatively on the dependent variable. 

8.8.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in 
Blacksmithy (YBw3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in Blacksmithy (YBs3) has 

been regressed on size of unit in terms of employment (XBs2), percentage of skilled 

workers to total workers per unit (XBs5), educational level of the workers (XBsg), 

percentage of income outside household industry (XBs14) and capacity utilisation of all 

workers per unit (XBs21).YBs3 has also been regressed on the other variables but no 

significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBs3= 105.165**+4.855*XBs2-0.131 **XBss-0.450*XBsg-0.585**XBsi4 
(2. 750) (0.350) (0.022) (0.196) (0.118) 
+65.926*XBs21 

(7.314) 

The value ofR2 is very high in this equation, which depicts that the explanatory 

variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of XBs2, XBss, XBsg, XBs14 and XBs21 on YBs3, 

keeping other variables fixed are 4.855*, -0.131 **, -0.450*, -0.585** and 65.926* 
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respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 94.1 per cent of the total 

variation on YBs3. The variables XBs2 and XBs21 have affected favourably on YBs3, 

which are in conformity with held hypothesis. The magnitude of impact of XBs21 is 

greater than XBs2. The other variables XBs5, XBs9 and XBsr4 have influenced adversely 

on the dependent variable, though the magnitude of influenced is found to be very low. 

8.8.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in Blacksmithy (YBs4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in Blacksmithy (YBs4) has been regressed on 

percentage of finished products sold to retailers (XBs11), percentage of finished 

products sold to middlemen (XBs12), value of total capital per unit (XBs15), total 

production per unit (XBs16) and value added per unit (XBs17). YBs4 was also regressed 

on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, 

these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBs4 = 2215.758**-3.519*XBsrr+3.608*XBs12+0.541 *XBsrs+0.460**XBsr6 
(135.812) (3.112) (3.664) (0.121) (0.612) 
-0.270*XBsr7 

(0.049) 

R2 
= 0.988** 

The value of R2 being very high, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in fixed capital per unit of output. The 

marginal contribution of XBs11, XBs12, XBsrs, XBsr6 and XBs11 on YBs4 keeping other 

variables fixed are -3.519*, 3.608*, 0.541 *, 0.460** and -0.270* respectively. The 

explained variation by above regression is 98.8 per cent of the total variation on YBs4. 

Explanatory variables XBs12, XBsrs and XBsr6 have positive impact on YBs4, while 

XBs11 and XBs17 have negative influence on the said variable. Negative impact of 

XBs11 and positive impact of XBs12 appear surprising because retailers pay higher 

price, whereas middleman pay low price. Variable XBs17 have negative influence on 

the dependent variable but the magnitude of impact is low. 

8.8.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in Blacksmithy (YBss) 
Value of working capital per unit in Blacksmithy (YBss) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (XBs1), size of the unit in terms of employment (XBs2), duration of 

daily operation of main workers per unit (XBs3), percentage of partly skilled workers to 
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total workers per unit (XBs6), percentage of finished products sold to customers 

(XBs10) and percentage of finished products sold to customers (XBs11). YBs5 was also 

regressed on other variables but no signific:;mt impact of these variables was found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBss=-44124.452**+64.518**XBsi+2669.752*XBs2-622.925**XBs3-53.484**XBs6 
(5233.486) (7.883) (1120.278) (233.026) (18.922) 

+144.751 **XBs10+ 124.389**XBs11 

(45.011) (56.350) 

R2 
= 0.990** 

The value ofR2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value of the working capital per 

unit. The marginal contribution ofXBs1, XBs2, XBs3, XBs6, XBs10 and XBs11 on YBs5, 

keeping other variables fixed are 64.518**, 2669.752**, -622.925**, -53.484**, 

144.751 ** and 124.389** respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 

99 per cent of the total variation on YBss. The variables XBs~, XBs2, XBs10 and XBs 11 , 

have influenced YBss positively, while XBs3 and XBs6 influenced the said variable 

negatively. The very high positive influence of XBs2 describes that higher working 

capital in Blacksmithy can generate more employment in this sector. 

8.8.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in Blacksmithy (YBs6) 

Net income per household in Blacksmithy (YBs6) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (XBs1), size of the unit in terms of employment (XBs2), percentage 

of finished products sold to retailers (XBsii), percentage of finished products sold to 

middlemen (XBs12), value added per unit (XBs17) and value of fixed capital per unit 

(XBsis). YBs6 was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of 

these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBs6 = -18570.130**+ 13.479*XBsi+929.985*XBs2-34.617**XBsii-71.768*XBsl2 
(2207.128) (6.598) (455.503) (34.181) (37.496) 
+ 1.031 **XBs!7+8.568**XBs1s 

(0.030) (0.661) 

R2 
= 0.999** 
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As the reported R2 is sufficiently high in this equation, it can be concluded that the 

explanatory variables have provided a good fit for the relevant dependent variable. 

The marginal contribution of XBs1, XBs2, XBsu, XBs12, XBs17 and XBs18 on 

YBs6, keeping other variables fixed are 13.479*, 929.985*, -34.617**, -71.768**, 

1.031 ** and 8.568** respectively. All the variables except XBs 11 and XBs12 have 

positive impact on YBs6, which establish the hypothesis The magnitude of impact of 

XBs2 appears very high than the other variables which impacted positively. XBs12 and 

XBs13 have adverse impact on the dependent variable and contradict with the 

hypothesis. 

8~8.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in Blacksmithy (YBs7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers in Blacksmithy (YBs7) has been regressed on 

·standard mandays (XBsl), experience level of the workers (XBs8), percentage of 

finished products sold to middlemen (XBs12), maximum distance covered for purchase 

of raw materials (XBs13) and net income per household (XBs20). YBs7 was also 

regressed on other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

YBs7 = 78.222**-0.145*XBs1-0.562*XBss+56.463*XBs12-0.226**XBsl3 
(3.608) (0.018) (0.393) (9.114) (1.131) 
+ 11.801 *XBs2o 

(0.511) 
R2 

= 0.836** 

The reported R2 being 0.836, indicates that the explanatory variables XBs1. 

XBs8, XBs12, XBs13 and XBs2o together explain 83.60 per cent of variation ofYBs7. 

The marginal contribution of XBs1, XBss, XBs12 XBs13 and XBs2o on YBs7, 

keeping other variables fixed are -0.145*, -0.562*, 56.463*, -0.226** and 11.801** 

respectively. The variables XBs12 and XBs20 have influenced YBs7 positively, while 

XBs1, XBss and XBsu influenced the said variable negatively. 

8.8.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of Blacksmithy (YBs) 
The summary of stepwise regression of YBs1 (total production per unit), YBs2 

(value added per unit), YBs3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), 

YBs4 (value of fixed capital per unit), YBs5 (value of working capital per unit), YBs6 
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(net income per household) and YBs7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in 

Blacksmithy are as follows: 

(i) YBs1 = -10612.543**+12.481 **XBsi-436.355**XBs7+696.352**XBs8 
(1940.408) (4.820) (127.430) (142.188) 

+ 109.797**XBs17+4.812**XBsls+87.855** XBs19 
(0.046) (0.713) (0.131) 

R2 
= 0.997** 

(ii) YBs2 = 12728.384**-105.360*XBs3-30.890**XBs4+0.882**XBs16-6.952**XBs18 
(2340.444) (80.134) (10.971) (0.022) (0.775) 
+52.748*XBs21 

(29.192) 
R2 = 0.998** 

(iii) YBs3 = 105.165**+4.855*XBs2-0.131 **XBss-0.450*XBs9-0.585**XBs14 
(2. 750) (0.350) (0.022) (0.196) (0.118) 

+65.926*XBs21 
(7.314) 

R2 
= 0.941 ** 

(iv) YBs4 == 2215.758**-3.519*XBs11+3.608*XBsl2+0.541 *XBsls+0.460**XBsl6 
(135.812) (3.112) (3.664) (0.121) (0.612) 
-0.270*XBsl7 

(0.049) 
R2 = 0.988** 

(v) YBss = -44124.452**+64.518**XBsi+2669.752*XBs2-622.925**XBs3 
(5233.486) (7.883) (1120.278) (233.026) 
-53.484**XBs6+ 144.751 **XBs10+ 124.389**XBsll 

(18.922) (45.011) (56.350) 

R2 
= 0.990** 

(vi)YBs6 = -18570.130**+13.479*XBsi+929.985*XBs2-34.617**XBsll 
(2207.128) (6.598) (455.503) (34.181) 
-71.768*XBsi2+ 1.031 **XBs17+8.568**XBs1s 

(37.496) (0.030) (0.661) 
R2 

= 0.999** 

(vii) YBs7 = 78.222**-0.145*XBsJ-0.562*XBss+56.463*XBsJ2-0.226**XBsl3 
(3.608) (0.018) (0.393) (9.114) (1.131) 

+ 11.801 *XBs2o 
(0.511) 

R2 = 0.836** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and * * and * 

indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 
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of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. ~represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.8.9 Optimum Functional Model ofBlacksmithy (YBs) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (YBs1), value added per 

unit (YBs2), total duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (YBs3), value 

of fixed capital per unit (YBs4), value of working capital per unit (YBs5), net income 

per household (YBs6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (YBs7) in 

Blacksmithy are as follows: 

(iv) YBs4 = f (XBsii, XBs12, XBs1s, XBs16, XBs17) 

(vii)YBs7 =f (XBs~, XBss, XBs12, XBs13, XBs2o) 

8.8.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of Blacksmithy 
Tables 8.8.a, 8.8.b, 8.8.c, 8.8.d, 8.8.e, 8.8.f and 8.8.g depict correlation co

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of Bamboo
work. 

Table 8.8.a 

YBs1 XBs1 XBs1 XBss XBs17 XBs1s XBs19 

YBs1 1 

XBs1 .970** 1 

XBs1 .757** .797** 1 

XBss .196 .220 .592** 1 

XBs17 .998** .967** .748** .165 1 

XBS!& .984** .951 ** .755** .246* .984** 1 

XBSI9 .999** .970** .759** .193 .999** .985** 1 
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Table 8.8.b 

YBs2 XBs3 XBs4 XBS!6 XBs1s XBs21 

YBs2 1 

XBs3 .816** 1 

XBs4 -.367** -.292* 1 

XBs16 .998** .827** -.341** 1 

XBs1s .972** .826** -281 * .984** 1 

XBs21 .995** .506** -.148 .789** .789** 1 

Table 8.8.c 

YBs3 XBs2 XBss XBs9 XBs14 XBS2! 

YBs3 1 

XBs2 .927** 1 

XBss -.801 ** -.719** 1 

XBs9 .520** .624** -.498** 1 

XBs14 .036 -.017 .022 -.148 1 

XBS2! .506** .474** -.343** .223 -.069 1 

Table 8.8.d 

YBs4 XBsu XBs12 XBs1s XBs16 XBs17 

YBs4 1 

XBsn -.454** 1 

XBs12 -.246* -.127 1 

XBs1s .987** .427** -.266* 1 

XBSJ6 .984** -.428 -.258* .999** 1 

XBs17 .972** -.419** -.254* .995** .998** 1 
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Table 8.8.e 

YBss XBs1 XBs2 XBs3 

YBss 1 

XBs1 .970** 1 

XBs2 .722** .758** 1 

XBs3 .829** .885** .927** 1 

XBs6 -.174 .170 .130 -.045 

XBs10 .513** .421 ** .323 .290* 

XBsll -.425** -.340** -.236 -.222 

Table 8.8.f 

YBs6 XBs1 XBs2 XBs11 

YBs6 1 

XBs1 .970** 1 

XBs2 .720** .758** 1 

XBsll -.428** -.340** -.236 1 

XBs12 -.258** .234** -.082 -.127 

XBs17 .998** .967** .703** -.419** 

XBs1s .984** .951 ** .727** -.454** 

Table 8.8.g 

YBs7 XBs1 XBss 

YBs1 1 

XBs1 .666** 1 

XBss .064 .220* 1 

XBs12 -.047 -.234 .039 

XBs13 .126 .124 -.137 

XBs2o .789** .970** .196 

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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XBs6 XBs10 XBs11 

1 

.068 1 

-.182 -.745** 1 

XBs12 XBs17 XBS!8 

1 

-.254* 1 

-.246** .972** 1 

XBs12 XBs13 XBs2o 

1 

.234 1 

-.258* .145 1 



8.9 Regression Analysis of All Household Industries- In Aggregate 
The structural equations have been prepared on annual basis. The 

nomenclatures used in the equations for All Household Industries are as follows: 

Objective Variables 

Y1 Total production per unit in Rs. 

Y 2 Value added per unit in Rs. 

Y3 Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

Y4 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

Y 5 Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

Y6 Net income per household in Rs. 

Y 7 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

Policy Variables 

X1 Standard mandays as defined by total man-hours worked per unit I 

8 (taking as standard shift hour) 

X2 Size of unit in terms of employment 

X3 Duration of daily operation of main workers per unit in hours 

~ Percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit 

X5 Percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit 

X6 Percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per unit 

X7 Percentage of skilled & partly skilled female workers to total workers per unit 

Xs Age ofthe workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 1-5) 

X9 Experience level of the workers (in code taking a 3 point scale, 1-3) 

Xw Educational level of the workers (in code taking a 5 point scale, 0-4) 

X11 Percentage of finished products sold to customers 

X12 Percentage of finished products sold to retailers 

X13 Percentage of finished products sold to middleman 

X14 Maximum distance covered for purchase of raw materials 

X15 Maximum distance covered for sale of finished products 

X16 Percentage of income outside household industry 

X17 . Value of total capital per unit in Rs. 

X 18 Total production per unit in Rs. 

X19 Value added per unit in Rs. 
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Xzo Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in hours 

X21 Value of fixed capital per unit in Rs. 

Xzz Value of working capital per unit in Rs. 

Xz3 Net income per household in Rs. 

X24 Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit 

The structural equations explaining impact of policy variables are obtained by 

regression analysis for All Household Industries. The results are shown below: 

8.9.1 Total Production per Units in Rs. in All Household Industries (Y1) 

Total production per unit in All Household Industries (Y1) has been regressed on 

standard mandays (X1), percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit(~), 

percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (X5), value of fixed capital per 

unit (Xz1) and value of working capital per unit (X22) and net income per household 

(X23). Y 1 has also been regressed with other variables, but no significant impact was 

found on these variables, therefore, these variables have been excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so estimated is -

Y1 = 21962.519**+35.405**XI-14.294*~+57.783**Xs-121.498*Xzl+ 1.885**Xzz 
(1762.353) (2.440) (7.426) (13.193) (52.781) (0.033) 
+0.406**Xz3 

(0.020) 

R2 = 0.992** 

As the reported R2 is very high, it indicates the efficiency of the explanatory 

variables, i.e. X~, ~. X5, Xz~, Xzz and X23 in explaining Y 1 very high. The marginal 

contribution of X1, )4, Xs, Xz1, Xzz and X23 on Y1 keeping other variables fixed are 

35.405**, -14.294*, 57.783, -121.498* and 0.406** respectively. The explained 

variation by the above regression is 99.2 per cent of the total variation of Y I· The 

explanatory variables X~, X5, Xzz and X23 have positive impact on the dependent 

variables in conformity with the hypothesis. Increasing value of these variables ensures 

higher production. Positive relationship with X1 describes the fact that there is scope of 

employment in household industrial sector. Variables ~ and X21 have influenced the 

dependent variable negatively and contradict with the hypothesis. Negative relationship 
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between production and fixed capital describes the limited scope of investment (in 

fixed capital) in household industries. 

8.9.2 Value Added per Unit in Rs. in All Household Industries (Y2) 

Value Added per unit in All Household Industries (Y 2) has been regressed on 

percentage of skilled workers to total workers per unit (X5), experience level of the 

workers (X9), educational level of the workers (XJO), percentage of finished products 

sold to customers (X11), percentage of finished products sold to retailers (X12) and 

duration of daily operation of total workers per unit (X2o). Y2 has also been regressed 

on the other variables but no significant influence of these variables was found. 

Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y2 = -12574.195**+44.728*Xs-477.866*X9-737.190**XI0+95.596**XII+90.352*XI2 
(2881.099) (19.369) (193.481) (198.030) (23.168) (31.394) 

+1012.828*X2o 
(71.133) 

R2 
= 0.963** 

The value of R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables are capable of explaining the variation in value added per unit. The marginal 

contribution of X5, X9, X1o, X 11 , X12 and X2o on Y2 keeping other variables fixed are 

44.728*, -477.866*, -737.190**, 95.596**, 90.352* and 1012.828* respectively. As 

per the R2 value, 96.3 per cent of the variability of Y 2 is accounted by the regression 

model. The explanatory variables X5, X1 ~, X12 and X2o have positive impact on the 

dependent variable as an increasing value of these independent variables will increase 

the value added per unit. A very high positive influence of X2o confirms the fact that 

larger the duration of work the higher will be the value added. Explanatory variables X9 

and X10 have negative influence on the said dependent variable and contradict with the 

common belief that experienced and educated workers help in the production of a unit 

with resultant increase of value added. 

8.9.3 Duration of Daily Operation of Total Workers per Unit in Hours in All 
Household Industries (Y3) 

Duration of daily operation of total workers per unit in All Household Industries 

(Y3) has been regressed on the size of the units in terms of employment (X2), 

percentage of part-time workers to total workers per unit (~), maximum distance 
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covered for purchase of raw materials (XI4), maximum distance covered for sale of 

finished products (XIs), percentage of income outside household industry (XI6) and 

value of total capital per unit (X17). Y3 was also regressed on other variables but no 

significant influences of these variables were found. Therefore, these variables were 

excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y3= 4.219**+5.165**X2-0.077**~+0.018**XI4+0.090*Xw0.024**XI 6 
(0.343) (0.110) (0.014) (0.060) (0.010) (0.009) 

+8.349*XI7 
(0.021) 

R2 = 0.880** 

· The R2 value for this regression is very high, which indicates the efficiency of 

explanatory variables in explaining the variations in the dependent variable. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 88.0 per cent ofthe total variation ofY3. 

The marginal contribution of x2, ~. XI4, XIs, XI6 and XJ7 keeping other variables 

fixed are 5.165**, -0.077**, 0.018**, 0.090*, -0.024** and 8.349* respectively. It is 

observed that while Y 3 is associated negatively with ~and X16, the rest of the variables 

are associated with the said dependent variable positively in accordance with the 

hypothesis. All the variables except ~ and X16 influenced the dependent variable 

favourably. The negative contribution of~ may be attributed to the lack of skill ofthe 

part-time workers who are mainly involved in processing of raw materials and other 

minor works related to production. The negative effect ofXI6 could be explained that in 

most of the household industries the owner workers are engaged in occupations other 

than household industries as income from this sector is hardly sufficient to meet their 

day to day needs. 

8.9.4 Value of Fixed Capital per Unit in Rs. in All Household Industries (Y4) 

Value of fixed capital per unit in All Household Industries (Y 4) has been 

regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (X2), duration of daily operation 

of main worker per unit (X3), percentage of partly skilled workers to total workers per 

unit (X6), percentage of skilled and partly skilled female workers to total workers per 

unit (X7) and value added per unit in (X19). Y4 was also regressed on other variables 

but no significant influence of these variables was found. Therefore, these variables 

were excluded from the regression equation. 
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The regression equation so fitted is -

Y4 = 1187.135**-843.037**X2+ 117.270**X3+20.402**X6-19.878**X7+0.837**X19 
(238.198) (129.286) (21.631) (3.491) (2.772) (0.302) 

R2= 0.609** 

As the reported R2 is 60.9 per cent, it is moderately successful in explaining the 

variations in Y4, while 39.1 per cent remain unexplained. 

The marginal contribution of X2, X3, X6, X1 and X19 on Y4 keeping other 

variables fixed are -843.037**, 117.270**, 20.402**, -19.878** and 0.837** 

respectively. Variable :X:3, X6 and X19 have positive impact on the dependent variable, 

which establishes the hypothesis. While x2 and x7 contradict with the hypothesis and 

affected adversely on the said variable. The negative impact of X2 on fixed capital may 

be due to limited scope employment opportunities in household industries. Negative 

contribution ofX7 is mainly due to limited scope of investment in fixed capital. 

8.9.5 Value of Working Capital per Unit in Rs. in All Household Industries (Y5) 

Value of working capital per unit in All Household Industries (Y 5) has been 

regressed on standard mandays (XI), size of the units in terms of employment (X2), age 

of the workers (Xs), experience level of the workers (X9), total production per unit 

(X1s) and capacity utilisation of all workers (X24). Y5 was also regressed on other 

variables but no significant impact of these variables was found. Therefore, these 

variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y5 = 6974.352**-11.620**XI+642.378**X2+ 129.611 *Xs-522.382**X9-0.383**XIs 
(653.871) (1.075) (252.660) (60.134) (79.173) (0.013) 
-89.881 **X24 

(7.010) 
R2 

= 0.985** 

The reported R2 is very high, therefore, it can be concluded that the explanatory 

variables together very well explain the variations in value of the working capital per 

unit. The marginal contribution of X1, X2, Xs, X9, X1s and X24 on Y5 keeping other 

variables fixed are -11.620**, 642.378**, 129.611*, -522.382**, 0.383** and -

89.881 **respectively. The explained variation by above regression is 98.5 per cent of 

the total variation on Y 5. The variable X1, X:t and Xs have positive impact on Y 5. A very 
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high positive impact x2 establishes the hypothesis that the larger the size of the units 

the higher requirement of working capital. Contradictory to the hypothesis Xg, XIs and 

X24 influenced the dependent variable negatively. Negative relationship between total 

production (XIs) and working capital (Ys) may be attributed to the under utilisation of 

resources of most of the household industries due to limited market for their products. 

8.9.6 Net Income per Household in Rs. in All Household Industries (Y6) 
Net income per household in All Household Industries (YCw6) has been 

regressed on size of the units in terms of employment (X2), percentage of skilled 

workers to total workers per unit (X5),. percentage of finished products sold to 

customers (Xn), percentage of finished products sold to middleman (X13), total 

production per unit (XIs) and duration of daily operation of total workers per unit (X20). 

Y 6 was also regressed on other variable but no significant influence of these variables 

was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y6 = 14948.413**+3063.517**X2-91.330**Xs+ 152.202**XI I+ 107.379**X13 
(3228.923) (654.505) (22.948) (23.940) (35.482) 
+0.559**XIs-509.314**X2o 

(0.017) (109.513) 

R2 
= 0.932** 

A very high value of the R2 depicts that the explanatory variables are capable of 

explaining the dependent variable in conformity with the maintained hypothesis. The 

explained variation by the above regression is 93.2 per cent of the total variation of Y 6. 

X2, Xs, XII, X13, XIs and X2o on Y6 keeping other variables fixed are 3063.517**, 

-91.330**' 152.202*' 107.379**' 0.559** and -509.314**. The variable XI2, XII, XI3 

and XIs influenced Y 6 favourably, which is in conformity with held hypothesis. While 

X5 and X2o influenced adversely on the said dependent variable. 

8.9.7 Capacity Utilisation of All Workers per Unit in All Household Industries 
(Y7) 

Capacity utilisation of all workers per unit in All Household Industries (Y7) has 

been regressed on standard mandays (XI), size of the units in terms of employment 

(X2), duration of daily operation of main worker per unit (X3), percentage of finished 

products sold to customers (XI I) and maximum distance covered for sale of finished 

products (XI 5). Y7 was also regressed on other variables but no significant influence of 
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these variables was found. Therefore, these variables were excluded from the 

regression equation. 

The regression equation so fitted is -

Y1 = 49.147**+ 1.917**XI+3.760**X2+0.486**X3+0.357**XII+0.235**XIs 
(2.294) (0.805) (0.977) (0.196) (0.027) (0.054) 

R2 = 0.495** 

The value of R2 is only 0.495, which indicates that the explanatory variables x~. 

X2, X3, Xn and XIs together explain 49 per cent of variation of Y7, 51 per cent is 

unexplained. The marginal contribution of XI, X2, X3, Xn and XIs on Y7, keeping other 

variables fixed are 1.917**, 3.760**, 0.486**, 0.357** and 0.235* respectively. All the 

variables have positive influence on the dependent variable in conformity with the 

hypothesis, though the magnitude of impact is found to be low. 

8.9.8 Summary of Stepwise Regression of All Household Industries (Y) 
The summary of step wise regression ofYI (total production per unit), Y2 (value 

added per unit), Y3 (duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit), Y4 (value 

of fixed capital per unit), Y5 (value of working capital per unit), Y6 (net income per 

household) and Y7 (capacity utilisation of all workers per unit) in All Household 

Industries are as follows: 

(i) YI= -21962.519**+35.405**XI-14.294*~+57.783**Xs-121.498**X2I+1.885**X22 
(1762.353) (2.440) (7.426) (13.193) (52.781) (0.033) 

+0.406*X23 
(0.020) 

R2 = 0.992** 

(ii) Y2= -12574.195**+44.728*Xs-477.866*X9-737.190**XI0+95.596**Xll 
(2881.099) (19.369) (193.481) (198.030) (23.168) 

+90.352*XI2+ 1012.828*X2o 
(31.394) (71.133) 

R2 = 0.963** 

(iii)Y3 = 4.219**+5.165**X2-0.077**~+0.018**XI4+0.090*Xw0.024**XI6 
(0.343) (0.110) (0.014) (0.060) (0.010) (0.009) 

+8.349*XI7 
(0.021) 
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(iv) Y4 = 1187.135**-843.037**X2+117.270**X3+20.402**X6-19.878**X7 

(238.198) (129.286) (21.631) (3.491) (2.772) 
+0.837**XI9 

(0.302) 
R2= 0.609** 

(v) Ys =6974.352**-11.620**XI+642.378**X2+ 129.611 *Xs-522.382**Xg-0.383**X18 

(653.871) (1.075) (252.660) (60.134) (79.173) (0.013) 
-89.881 **X24 

(7.010) 
R2 = 0.985** 

(vi) Y6 = 14948.413**+3063.517**X2-91.330**Xs+ 152.202**XII+ 107.379**X13 

(3228.923) (654.505) (22.948) (23.940) (35.482) 
+0.559**XIs-509.314**X2o 

(0.017) (109.513) 
R2 = 0.932** 

(vii) Y1 = 49.147**+ 1.917**XI+3.760**X2+0.486**X3+0.357**XII+0.235**X15 

(2.294). (0.805) (0.977) (0.196) (0.027) (0.054) 

R2 = 0.495** 

Figures in the parenthesis are corresponding standard errors and ** and * 
indicate that the parameters are statistically significant at 1 per cent and 5 per cent level 

of significance respectively for n-p1 degree of freedom. R2 represents the square of 

multiple correlation-coefficient (coefficient of determination). 

8.9.9 Optimum Functional Model of All Household Industries (Y) 
Optimum functional model of total production per unit (Y1), value added per 

unit (Y 2), duration of daily operation of the total workers per unit (Y 3), value of fixed 

capital per unit (Y 4), value of working capital per unit (Y s), net income per household 

(Y 6) and capacity utilisation of all workers per unit (Y 1) in All Household Industries are 

as follows: 
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8.9.10 Correlation Coefficient Matrix of All Household Industries 
Tables 8.9.a, 8.9.b, 8.9.c, 8.9.d, 8.9.e, 8.9.f and 8.9.g depict correlation co-

efficient matrix of each dependent and its related explanatory variables of All 

Household Industries. 

Table 8.9.a 

YI XI ~ Xs x2I X22 X23 

YI 1 

XI .724** 1 

~ -.251 ** .324** 1 

Xs -.135** -.156** -.136** 1 

X2I .703** ,549** -.238** .018 1 

X22 .987** .663** -.223** -.139** .705** 1 

X23 . 959** .655** -.199** -.194** .645** .937** 1 . 

Table 8.9.b 

y2 Xs x9 XIO XII XI2 X2o 

y2 1 

Xs -.126** 1 

X9 .033 -.261 ** 1 

XIO -.116** -.253** .540** 1 

Xu .189** -.010 -.114** -.013 1 

XI2 -.014** .030 .123** -.051 -.732** 1 

X2o .443** -.207** .658** .506** -.038 .082 1 
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Table 8.9.c 

y3 x2 N x,4 X,s x,6 xl7 
y3 1 

x2 .855** 1 

N -.239** .156** 1 

x,4 -.116** .200** .100** 1 

X1s .163** .411 ** .158** .228** 1 

x,6 -.443** -.277** .347** .268** -.011 1 

xl7 .347** .245** -.232** -.312** .007 -.546** 1 

Table 8.9.d 

y4 x2 x3 x6 x1 x,9 

y4 1 

x2 .176** 1 

x3 .341 ** .855** 1 

x6 .102* .126* .126** 1 

x1 -.588** -.317** -.317** -.021 1 

x,9 .723** .321 ** .443** .016 .563** 1 

Table 8.9.e 

Ys x, x2 Xs x9 X1s X24 

Ys 1 

x, .663** 1 

x2 .245** .611 ** 1 

Xs .311 ** .580** .884** 1 

x9 -.030 .366** .809** .725** 1 

X,s .987** .724** .291 ** .346** .024 1 

X24 .102* .175** .305** .058 .014 .174** 1 
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Table 8.9.f 

y6 Xz Xs XII xl3 
y6 1 

Xz .305** 1 

Xs -.194** -.346** 1 

XII .239** -.063 .030 1 

x13 -.260** -.012 -.010 -.677** 1 

XIs .959** .291 ** -.135** .183** 

X2o .373** .855** -.207** -.038 

Table 8.9.g 

y7 XI x2 

y7 1 

XI .175** 1 

x2 .073 .611 ** 1 

x3 .175** .768** .855** 

x11 .456** -.114** -.063 

XIs .141 ** .154** .411** 

**Correlation is significant at the O.Ollevel (2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0. 05 level (2-tailed) 

8.10 Conclusion 

-.256** 

-.032 

x3 

1 

-.038** 

.327** 

Xts Xzo 

1 

.401 ** 1 

x11 XIs 

1 

-.038 1 

As per the above discussions the structural relationships among different 

variables have significant implication in generating income in different household 

industries. The structural equations of different household industries describe a 

subsystem in which regressed variables are structurally dependent on or determined by 

·a set of policy variables. These structural equations have been interpreted in terms of 

relevant economic meanings. These variables are of great importance with regard to the 

planning of the sector. They could be used for estimating the response of dependent 

variables to changes in relevant independent variables. Conclusions derived leads to the 

formulation of relevant policy framework for the development of household industries 

which have been taken up in the following chapter. 
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